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STONE ACE HOLIDAY CRUSH

BRUTAL FATHER

at Socorro

THE

Revolutionists Strike Body Blow by Manifesto

PARRICIDE

and

WAS

A

CATTLE

yp

RAISER

Special to The Citizen.
Socorro, N. M.. Doc. 16. After
4 'deliberating one hour and twenty t
minuteo, the Jury acquitted Fred
Graham of murder at 12:30
e
this morning.
i o'clock
Judge Parker, in holding
4 night session in the Uraham '
4 case, is rapidly clearing up a
congested docket.

4

Dec.

15.

Friday

"in- -

'''n

If a man was ever justified In parricide. Fred Graham was Justified In
killing his father, William James Graham at Frisco, Socorro county, on the
night of October 4, 1897, and the
action of the jury in acquitting him
is commendable.
According to the evidence of every
witness placed on the stand, the dei P
!p
COUNTER 5 KOPECKS
i i ,a ;,i!5'ili!tt.ti,.:ii...J.!&tftJrVt I
WM I
ceased, W. J. Graham, was a moral
degenerate of the worst character,
' 1
I. mill
M. ;i
1 .Bffl
and when the woman, made a widow
by his death, told In her simple way
of what she had suffered at his hands,
how he had beat and kicked her, and
exhibited ecars resulting from ' the
abuse she had received nine years
ago, the way was made easy for the This is a holiday shopping scene during the Stone Age, It shows that our antediluvian ancestors enjoyed themselves as thoroughly as we do.
son to tell the Jury now he had fired
shot after shot into his father, causing his death, and still expect sufferance.
ADIOS TO THE LATE
FIFTEEN MILLIONS
SAME OLD BOSTON
Few juries would convict under the
circumstances.
ANTI-TA- X
PARTY
JAMES IIAZEN HYDE
Graham was a cattleman of fair
INVESTED BY NAVY
circumstances, residing at Frisco, and
ranging cattle In the
district. Frisco Is 135 miles from Socorro, to the southwest. Just prior Historic Event Properly ObTen Sets of Wireless Teleto the killing of Graham by bis son
.! vna Mn1
Graham had been on a
Sells .Home and Will
served by Decendants
graph Outfits
trading expedition to Socorro and
Magdalena. As Mrs. Graham testified,
Leave Country.
of Those Patriots.
at That Price.
they were returning liome when the
trouble which led to the killing began. Graham had purchased two gallons of whiskey while at Magdalena, SAME TAVERN TO BE USED BRAND NEW PLAN PROPOSED NOT SO MUCH DIFFERENCE
and had sampled it freely on the way
home. They were on their way up a
steep place going over the divide,
Will Get Recount or Ballots in the Government Has Thiee Kinds but
when Mrs. Graham got cut of the From Which Party Issued Hundred
wagon to place a stone under the
Heaist Mayoralty
Gives Its Preference to
And Thirty Two Years
wheel to allow the horses to rest. Instead of stopping to let her back in
Contest.
Ago.
the Massie.
The wagon, Graham whipped up the
horses and made her walk home, a
filstance of eight or ten miles. The
New York, Dec. 16. With all his
Washington, D. C Dec. 16.
The
This Is
day following he beat and kicked her
Boston, Mass., Doc. 10..
until she was coiifined to her bed. the anniversary of the Hoston "Tea business ties severed and assured 1hat Navy Department has awarded
there
be
no
amounting
$lu,000,UUU,
will
to
further call for him
Witnesses testified that her hair was
pulled out, her face was black and Party," which took place December by the insurance investigating com- for ten sets of wireless telegraph outa
day
memorable
mittee,
Hyde, according to fits of the Massie system. One of
H.
James
blue, and a great gash was bitten In i 16, 1773. On thut
one hand. Fred Graham, the eldest number of prominent citizens of bos- his friends, will Bail for France on the these sets will be Installed at the
Washington Navy Yard, and most of
on, was not at home when Graham ton, disguised as Indians, boarded
the others will be set up at the new
first began beating his wife, but came the vessels iu the harbor, having
stations along the Pacific coast.
!ate that afternoon. He testified that among the cargo boxes and caddies of
There was keen competition to obbe found the house all torn up and tea, upon which the colonists were
tax.
tain this contract, and seven or eight
his sisters terrified. The mother was expected to pay the hated stamp
bidders, representing as many wire
in bed, covered with bruises and al- Rather than pay that tax the enraged
less systems, submitted proposals,
colonists dumped ail of the tea they
most dead.
ranging in price from less than the
That night Fred Graham slept on could find Into the harbor. The darcontract to nearly f 500,000 more. No
a pallet Just outside the room occu- ing party, which had been organized
one was able to explain why there
pied by his mother and father. Karly at Cole's Inn. know n us the Hancock
stiouiu be such a range or prices, but
iu the evening ho heard his mother Tavern, swept down upon the ships,
it is probably due to the uncertainty
'
groaning. Euterlng the room, he dis- boarded them, overpowered the watch
existing in the tnlnda of wireless peosailors, mid threw the valucovered that his father had been beat- men and
This
ple In regard to their ability to meet
ing her again. He requested
his able cargoes of tea overboard.
has always
all the governmental requirements.
father not to do It again, and return- action of the colonists
There Is not so much difference beed to his pallet. In about two hours been considered as one of the most
tween the systems as one might suplie heard t"be groans and noise of provocative of the revolution, as the
pose, and the advantage appears to
blows again. As he entered the room British officers were never ablecon-to
a single man
be controlled largely by atmospheric
the elder Graham raised up In bed discover or convict
It was
conditions. In recent achievements In
and said: "I'll just kill you, now," nected with the raid, although Molin-eauwireless communication it was found
at the same time throwing a double-barrele- led by 1'aul Revere, William
that the station at Newport, where
Col. Joseph Palmer and Amos
shotgun across his arm. The
there is a Telefunken system, was
on grabbed the gun, and holding the Lincoln.
able to hear the entire conversation
As In former years, the anniversary
mnrzle away from his body, backed
between the naval station at Beauevent will be cele
into another room, where he secured of the historical
organizafort, N. C, equipped with the Massie
JAMES H. HYDE.
a
ritle. Holding the shot- brated by manycity,patriotic
system, and the station at Havana,
today. The Old
gun away from him with his left hand, tions of this
the Touralne, on Dec. 28, to make his equipped with the Do Forrest system.
he fired at his father with the rifle South Chapter of the Daughters of mehomo In Paris, says the Herald. His The distance between Havana and
in his right. "He fell with his head American Revolution will have a
household goods
been packed and Newport Is 1,300 miles, and It was
against the sewing machine," the son morial meeting this afternoon, with the house itself have
Is for sab:.
demonstrated that wireless messages
and a delightful musical
'estined. "Then in a few seconds he addresses
could be exchanged with only one re- -j
got up and caniD alter me. Ju.si out- program. In the evening a number HEARST'S LAWYER
lay
WILL
It was Interesting to observe
side the house I shot a second time, of United States officers will give
APPEAL TO LEGISLATURE. that whi(. Newport could hear the
Hancock Tavern,
and he fell with his head against a ain dinner at the old
New York, Dec. 16. A novel plan other stations, Heaufort was the only
Corn Court, and many informal
og. Then he came alter me again,;
parties will meet there during the for forcing the recount of the votes in one able to reply.
and I shot again and again. At thej day.
the fight of Hearst against the relast shot he fell, and I circled around,
of that tavern election of McClellan, was announced SOCORRO PFOPLE
going back toward the house. I no- - canIn the "Tea room" picture
of John last night by Clarence J. Shearn,
be seen the old
1
niovt. any more, j M.lnriK.k top,.,h(.r wlt the quaint, fl
Hearst's personal counsel. "We shall
ARE WELL PLEASED
Th Hriilir "V"1,' ai-liiillr hnlAB lustrations of the original 'tea party
have a Mil Introduced in the legislaImmediately alter the killing the Captain K. 11. Wadsworth, the present ture
providing
for
recount
th"
all
i'oroner's Jury acquit t'd the son of proprietor, is a busy man today, and ballots cast in the election inof this
OVER NEWS IN THE CITIZEN RELur ho
Iil'mlI .til
ATIVE TO TWO
great
city,"
welcome
pleasure
the
FEDERAL REto
.takes
Shearn.
said
will
not
"It
t'fr
be in
.,,
'he killing, a prosecuting attorney ,
,,,,,u,.t.
iv.1rii., vii the form of an
APPOINTMENTS.
to the electried to have the son indicted, but the tavern on the anniversary day. tion law, whichamendment
would be retroactive,
public sentiment was too strong, and The old tavern
3
on March but will provide for the reopening of Special to The Evening Citizen.
nothing came of the effort, and until 4. lt;:it, and Is the opened
Socorro. N, M., Dec. 16. The news
oldest tavern in ull the ballot boxes for recount, in
't was sprung en the late grand Jury, New England. It will
be view of the evidence already obtained reaching here Thursday in The Citithe killing of W J. Graham by his torn down next year. Theprobably
Massachuthat there was fraud in the count. zen of i he reappointment of Dr. E. E.
on has been little thought of these setts Chapter of
the Sons of the Rev- The recount will be for discovering the KitUell wis received with general
many years.
olution will hold a chapter meeting extent of ih fraud, not for correc- satisfaction, as was also the news of
J. E. Griffith, of Socorro, and W. H. this evening.
tion of the fraud, nor for correcting the the reappointment of Frank W. ParWinters, of Kl Pao. ably defended
returns, which have been canvassed; ker, judge of the Third district court.
At1n
case,
'Jraham
while District
the
AFFAIRS TODAY IN
The Judicious uud economical manbut we can make use of the Informairney Paca conducted the prosecu- BOTH THE HOUSES. tion obtained by the recount later In ner in which Judge Parker fcas clearon for the territory.
Washington. I). C, Dec. 16. The the quo warranto proceedings to oust ed up a. great volume of court business, the atagnstlon of several years
house today fixed the 'holiday recess the mayor from his olDce."
by providing for adjournment next
during the period of a bankrupt court
LECTURE BY PROF. KNOX
Thursday, December 21, to last till INDIANA'S GOVERNOR'S
fund, has brought him within
the
January 4. The insurance debate was
INTEREST IN Y. M. C. A. highest esteem of the people.
AUDIENCE
HIM
HEARD
LARGE
then resumed.
The Third district court Is one of
Evansvllle, lud., Dec. 16.
Governor Hanley has accepted an Invita- the most wisely conducted In New
SPEAK ON IMPORTANT SUBJECT
Down
To Hold
Canal Commission.
tion of the local Young Men's Christ- Mexico.
LAST NIGHT.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 16. When ian Association to attend and address
As to the reappointment
of Dr.
The second lecture delivered ly the Panama canal appropriation bill- a meeting of the association this Kittrell, go efficient has been bis serv-Prof. Knox, of Seattle, last evening. was taK.'ti up In thp senate today, lia- evening. The governor is greatly in- - ices as postmaster, that he tiad no op
on "How to Educate the Man. Woman
'a took the floor in support of the forested in the work of the assocla- - position for reappointment.
amendment requiring quarterly efli tion and U strongly in favor of cx- The Socorro office was the only ofand Child to Know Themselves,
A large mates of salaries and other expenses tending the sphere of its Influence. fice of any consequent e in the terriproved highly interesting.
The governor will be received by a tory for which there were not several
audience listened to the very able ad- of the t anal commission.
committee of the association upon his candidates.
dress, deriving much benefit from the
Bame! Prof. Knox handled hla subA. I,. Martin, of the Arm of Porter-fiel- d arrival and will be ihe puesi of the'
company, is iu Chicago on busi- association during his nay in the
Ed. M. Otero and Attorney Abel
ject in a xchoiarly manner, showing
'.
city.
ness.
Perea went to Santa Fe this morning.
the utmost familiarity with It.
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AND

BRAZIL

AGREE

Paris, Dec 16. John C. McCall, son
of Joe McCall, president of the New
York Life, sailed from Hayre for New
York today. He fonnd Andrew Hamilton,' former confidential legislative
representative of the insurance com-pan- y
at Albany, was not well enough
to accompany him home, but secured
from Hamilton a full and explicit
statement covering bis connection
wlh the affairs of the Insurance company. Both McCall and Hamilton declined to go into details of the report
on the ground of coutesy to the committee.

I

THE STORY OF THE KILLING

prairle-mountal-

GERMANY

grees. Thus If one set of committees
is arrested, another will take its place
visible government," threw a bomb in- - and carry on the work,
to the camp of the official government
apiTSTt
during the uight by Issuing a manlfes- - , WAKSMIP8
TO RECAPTURE RIGA,
to following the regular form or the
document, declaring the' New York, Dec. 16. A cable riis- imperial
bankruptcy of the treasury, orderelng Pa'ch from St. Petersburg, dated Frl- says: "Warships have been sent
the proletariat army everywhere to day,
refuse to pay taxes of any deacrip- - to R'sa from Llbau to quell the re- there and
the town,
tion, to insist on payment of wages in
'lon was taken in response to
gold or silver, and to withdraw all TnU
n
urgent
disaptch
from
the gover- - HARRIMAN WAS
their deposits from the savings banks nor
ONLY
ln gold.
SPEAKING FACETIOUSLY.
tiljevi-rrThe manifesto is a terrible indict- New York. Dec. 16. To an Associment of the manner in which the bu- ated Press representative E. H. Har-rim- an
end OF hi
reaucracy brought the country to
cfble d"'
said today: "I have been surPetersburg
financlal ruin, asserting that the g6v- - pa,c7from
dated the prised 'to see some of the pnpers hava
ernment ha. squandered, not only the
my remark that
' treated seriously
.
.
, , '
s income, but the proceeds of
Odell has political influence because
fore.Sny
loans ou railroads army and
of his relations with me. Had I refleet, leaving
the people wl hout ,ho
garded Mr. Hughes' questions ser(h
schools; yet it is declared the le s no u
iously I would have denied the quesin the
no money to feed tl e olur. and n.aiJy 'more
m)ftlnolla.
tion Indignantly. Instead of making a
than half are
"-- f
'
everywhere there
The reserves demand to be sent home facetious answer, as I did, and which
beggared and starving troops
imme(,latPly an1 refuBe to take pappr was fo accepted, as shown by the
laughter which followed."
"The rich, it Is declaredhave al- ready taken warning and are convert- 'tveCteTanwer,1 whTcS NO PRESENT DANGER OF
GERMANY-BRAZI.
TROUBLE.
rseynd7ng
Sd! "and
Vladivostok."
Washington, D. C, Dec. 16. Ttie
difficulty between Germany and BraTherefore the last source of existence GOVERNMENT DENIES
of the old regime, Its financial reve- CERTAIN RUMORS, zil, growing out cf the kidnapping of
nue, must be stopped.
St. Petersburg,
Stelnhoff, reported to be a German
Dec. 15. Friday
The document is signed by the The official telegraph agency Is
deserter at ItHjahy, has been satisof the workmen's council, orlzed to state that the reports pub-th- e factorily adjusted, according to adtin- - lished abroad to the effect
committee of the
that Ir- vices received at the Oerman embassy
ion, and the central committees of the kntBk, Siberia, has boon in flames that here.
social democrats, the social revolu- - fighting has occurred Between loyal
tionlsts, and the socialists of Poland, and mutinous troops at Harbin, Man- - FOOT R ACE iT GIVEN
BY MILITIA ATHLETES.
The revolutionists expect that ar- - churla, that another mutiny has oc- Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 16.
rcsts will follow, but new committees curred at Vladivostok and that Kliar- The
of the various organizations have been koff and Ellzabethgrad are ablaze, are i .ack athletes of the Seventh and
Twenty-third
Regiments will meet In
elected to the third and fourth tie- - all pure fictions.
u spirited Athletic contest In the arm- .the Twenty aficoivU- Regiment
fe$4ifevening.
this
There will be sevenINTERESTING DOINGS '
SHIPPERS ,
teen events on the program, and each
regiment will be represented by a
'
AT DISTRICT COURT
ARE DISTURBED team
of four men" in each event.
Four placeH are to count for the
CASES BEING HEARD BY JUDGE AND SERIOUSLY OBJECT TO AL- - points. The events will be 1U0, 220
ABBOTT
TODAY JURY FOUND
ynrd dashes; 880 yard runs;
BUQUERQUE JOBBERS GETTING an('
niile run; two mile bicycle race; 120
CORNETTO CUILTY.
BETTER FREIGHT RATES.
22U
hurdles; high Jump; pole
and
That the shippers of 151 Puso, who vault ; shot nut; sack race: three ler
Before court adjourned yosterday
'
present
at
freight
are
verIn
enjoying
brought
rate
ged
a
a
afternoon the jury
race; 440 yard run In heavy
diet of guilty In the case of John Cor- - about half that of what New Mexico marching order; wall scaling and
netto, charged with assaulting Attor- - Jobbers are forced to pay, fear that j l.loo yard relay race.
ney Felix H. Lester last summer. The the proposed
of Kl Paso
evidence showed that the complainant with Albuquerque, l.as Vegas and
I1NIVFRSITY MflTF
called upon Cornetto at his Vendome other territorial towns, will cause five
freight
raisedH
Kl
a
Into
bill for one of his
hotel to collect
rates
Paso to be
A second basket ball team has been
clients, which so angered the defend- - is made manifest bv the many exec- meetings
upon
attorney
utlvo
ant that ho called
of the shippers and ,rnied by the boys with Lawrence
the
later and a hot controversy ensued, members of the Commercial club, now Ilf''d a1 captulu and Hugh Bryan as
manager.
during which the alleged assault and being held In that city.
Several changes will appear In the
As stated exclusively In Wednes- battery happened.
Attorney E. W. Dobson. represent- - day's issue of The Evening Citizen, it cnilng catalogue of the University.
Inn a number of strike breakers. Is nrouosed to to take El Paso out of l D0 f'nler innovation will be the In
asked Judge Abbott for a change of the Rio Grande crossing group and eluding In the curriculum of complete
courses in mining, mechanical, civil
g
venue. His clients are charged witti form a new group, composed of
a riot near the Santa Fe querque, l.as Vegas, Demlng, Santa and electrical engineering. This la in
shops. Before rendering his decision Fe and other points in New Mexico, response to numerous requests for
courses.
As constituted
next
the court allowed Attorney Dobson with El Paso as a base. This would such
more time In which to prepare further mean a reduction of freight rates Into year, the faculty will be fully able to
theso additions to the curncu- argument.
this territory, without a doubt, and It
u uM iimi iaiv. inc jii i j ii'tip j t . . v t, wi warn, nit; juunrin ui ivi I Mil
Iawrence Ilfeld and Elwood Alturn a verdict of not guilty, In the, fear that Inasmuch as their present
case of the Territory vs. Simon Bal- rate is Just about half of what the bright are contestants for the honor
ling, the proprietor of the Iceberg sa- New Mexico rate Is, It would mean the of representing the perparatorr de- Partn-en- t
ot the University in the In- loon, who was Indicted for allowing reduction of New
Mexico's frelghtj
one Isaac Ringer, a minor, to loiter rates and a Blight
Increase In El held in
about his establishment on Railroad Paso's freight rates, as the rate to 27. Mr. this city on Wednesday, Dec.
Ilfeld belongs to the fourth
avenue. It developed that Mr. Bal- both Albuquerque and El Paso would year
preparatory and Mr. Albright te
ling had asked Singer how old he of necessity be the same.
third year.
was and was told by the boy that he
The Jobbers of New Mexico have theProf.
Crura has begun the casting of
was of age. When this case
was long tried to secure from the roads a
University play. While he is confinished, which was at noon. Judge New Mexico common point rate, sur:i the
many, it Is possible that
Abbott adjourned court until Monday as El Paso, Eagle Pass, Iaredo md sidering
Night" will be selected.
morning.
other Texas points hue, and thieamo "Twelfth
At a meeting of athletic teams reas Colorado has, wftlch means a sta- cently,
Wales Smith was
ble, fixed rate from the north t: a!i
MINSTRELS TONIGHT
captain of the football team for 1906-IKilnts In New Mexico In the rate
and Kenneth Heald wbs made captain
group.
of the basket ball team for 1905-Mahara Bros, big minstrel carnival
representatives
The
of
different
the
will apper at the Elka' opera house
Examinations for the first semester
running
Pano,
roads
of
El
into
sonn
will take place Wednesday, Thursday
tonight. For more than twenty years which pass through New Mexico,
have
Mahara's has been recognized as the assured the citizens of El Paso that and Friday, of next week. The second semester will begin on Monday,
minstrel organization travel- - (h pr(,.)08(.(l cnanf,e woul(, u,tma-t1lug the circuits, and during all tbe-,- e
,
i(, Jan. 8, 190.;.
years they point to an unbroken re atu! It ia an
evident fact that ttie pro- Tiiey have
ord of promises fulfilled.
POLICE COURT
never defaulted In the presentation of Mexico towns, could not help but
Hul.f-rSt.
wart pi uUmI
Kiiilty in
every adv rtised feature, and in con Unt'Lr I flu.. u.leant-x.,
.
.
i ...
I .,-.tUt
sequence the name of Mahara
II II t'(l f.t.
iuf a.in wiiri iww no iiiv.iutiru J (l 'U' tuimn aim I.M iii.H.ij.n
ll'irc.
sVo'ry
moaning
,,,.M?
no.
Uh
. .re
vi-- w
H, lt " l,
wa
,hU
Inflln"rt
f
,h"
""
'"
ver em
l"
.
.
,v
nc.-'win s
,
but was Informed
r' a lh"v " a,i" ,hflf ,hf' r0"'1 "'"J""''"
dWun of Idumber of ret.
wwuM
",,sslMv
""r " M lirrlv''' a( '
c.lN.ir that
'"'' NV,
g N who noTonlv en
r ills'. , to
pictures of p
i
u
n cii.ui(. ina iu Mil"
iiiiuiij
Ki'i'ij'
Allgusi
uuil
In the south, but are seen lu up to .i.-.none o,' t'le pluce Iru lii li il in the Wilking, two other victims of clrcum-erondate specialties and ensemble numstances, related
'ne dNcriiiiinated auaiiiiit.
hard luck stories,
bers culled troni the lates New York it wouldcould
t'n v cLiiiii, blg'uor during which particular
mean,
was
and Chicago musical reviews. A big rateK for them, tlmn they now enjoy. laid on their Inability to emphasis
secure work.
crowd will be on baud to greet this
But that H would benefit New Mex- All pleaded guilty to vagrancy, and
sterling company this evening.
lio cannot be deiiird. and a a result were allowed their liberty providing
the shippers uud Jobbers throughout that In case tney failed to find work
UNIVERSITY WAS DEFEATED
the territory are taking the matter up1 today, they would get out of town.
AT BASKET BALL. and making h
flht for the proposed' ,u - JUarron has purchased
Ii
Is thought that thP
Iu an exciting and Very close game regrouping.
definitely decided 111 rough the Portertleld company, a
of basket ball lust ulght at the Casino, matter will
neat
resilience at 819 SoutU
the 'Varsity team went down to defeat within thi next few days
Edith street. The other day The Evbefore the High school team by the
ening
citi.en
announced, exclusively,
FALSE ALARM OF FIRE
uarrow margin of only two points.
thut Rev. V. W. Havens, the anti- At the end of the first half the Hcore
'
was 11 to ti lu favor of the High
0raun,?er' hd1coma ttt
Consi.leniMe el71t7met was caused
lw!Z
' " "
school. The second half resulted in a this morning by the blow ing of t he
V.
. "L",
. T "... .
.
"
"
llurne" 1
tie score of 13 to 13. In plnying off fire whistle. As the Indicator at fire i""Tw, " t,'ilt
Hev.
-Havens made his
l " th.
tho tie tho High schocl scored two Ilea
th
PorterlleW
which'
points, wluning the game.
'
n 8ured Is at
A return game will be played !n tho fortunate, inasmm-tl, ,.h.rm
b"Wt ,Tne
near future to give the 'Varsity boys a false one. At chief A. K BurUess'
tt
an opportunity to wipe out the defeat. omce the indicator turned out "5f,-- 1
Z
"1
tT.1
Wednesday at the Casino the 'Var- Chief B'lrtless called
sity girls' basket ball team will meet shops atul asct
the girls' team from the Albuquerque only practicing there, nfulcctlng. how
Indian school and u hot contest la ever, to notify tire lnvulquarters. a
The city cmiK-l- ! held a special
looked for.
ii customary.
meeting this afternoon at 4:30 o'clock.
SL Petersburg,

Proletariat organizations through

ttttlll

A

'131

Linevitch Telegraphs Inability to Cope with Revo'utionary
Movement Spreading Throughout Army in Manchuria.
Men Demand Gold and to be Returned Home.

"

4

IIARR1MAN ' STILL TALKING

Tells Country He Was Only
Joking in That Odell
LEADERS SIGN OF ALL REVOLUTIONARY PARTIES
Statement.

Son Fired

Deadly Bullets.
GRAHAM

Statement.

Is-

sued During Night, Declaring Government Bankrupt and Advising Workmen to Take Only Gold.

William Graham Cruelly Beat
Wife

Hamilton is Too Sick to
Come Back But Sends

ON FATED RUSSIA

of Not Guilty.
JUSTIFIED

IS RETURNING

DARKENING DOWN

a Verdict

Returned

YOUNG McCALL

CLOUD OF RUIN

KILLED BY SON
And the Jury

numheu :nr

11)05.
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TWO.

PAGE

THE EVENING CITIZEN SANTA CLAUS EDITOR OF
The

rkllsk Dally asi Weekly by
Citizen Publishing Company

kM at mil
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Prints in Today's Issue Some Letters From Little
Boys and Girls Wishing
Presents.
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TOPICS

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

South Second street
fore borrowing.
Man to take orders for
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
trees and plants; good pay; cash Steamship tickets to and from all
weekly. Address, M. .1. Cullen.clty.
parts of the world.
WANTED Room or, rooms furnished
Rooms 3 an 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
for light housekeeping; good health,
"
no children. Address, M. J. C, this
PRIVATE OFFICES.
office.
Open Evenings.
WANTED
Gentlemen s second-hanCARuS
PROFESSIONAL
clothing. No. 515 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
DENTISTS.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED
A man or man and wife,
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
to take care of ranch close In;
Dental Surgeon.
nicely fixed up for chickens and
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
cows, or will rent very cheap to the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
good tenant.
Apply on premises Both 'phones. Appointments made by
1115
North Arno street. L.
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
WANTED Lady with good reference,
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
to travel for a firm of 1250,000 cap- hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
year
per
ital. Salary $1,072
and p. m. to 5 p. m. Telepnone 402. Ap
expenses; salary paid weekly and polntmenta made by mail.
expenses advanced. Address, with
LAWYERS.
stamp. J. A. Alexander, Albuquerque, N. M.
Bernard 8. Rodey.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
FOR RENT Ffve'room house, with" N. M. Prompt attention given to all
bath; furnished. 217 North Walter business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the terristreet.
and before the United State
FOR RENT New, hirnished tent. In- tory
quire at 1122 South Edith street. land office.
Ira M. Bond.
John L. Davis.
ATTORNEY-AT-LA32 F street
brick
FOR RENT A new four-rooWashington, D. C. Pensions,
house. No. 1019 North Second N. W., patents,
copyrights, caveats
lands,
street. Henry Goetz.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
house
FOR RENT Nice four-rooR. W. D. Bryan.
on South Walter street, $15. See H.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquer
R. Sollle, 224 South Walter.
que, N. M. Office, First National
Newly
FOR RENT
furnished rooms;
building.
bath and electric lights. Gentlemen Bank
E. W. Dobson.
preferred. Garcia bldg., 504 West
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice Crom
Railroad avenue.
Apartments in Park well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT
John H. Stingle.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
modern equipment throughout H
building, Albuquerque
T. Armijo
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block
FOR RENT Nicely furnished cot- N. M.
tage flats, two and three rooms, $10
ARCHITECTS.
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norris,
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
524 John street, east and of viaduct. ford, rooms
Barnett. building
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
housekeeping; electric light and
CIVIL ENGINEERS
batlwt- - most desirable
location in
Highlands. 208 South Arno street.
D. F. McCrolllng.
rooms. By
FOR RENT Furnished
surveying an
Civil engineering,
day.week or month; also for light drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
housekeeping. The La Veta, 113 matic 'phone 740.
Weft Lead avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming,
COrTTR7TCntANDBUILDER.
proprietress.
FOR SALE
A. L. Morgan.
THE) INDEPENDENT CONTRACFOR SALE First-clas- s
saddle and
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
bridle. 21(1 South Second street
cheerfully furnished; job work solicA sleeping
FOR SALE
cheap. Enquire at 509 South Sec- ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
911 North Second
street, Albuquer
ond street.
que, N. M.
SELL, RENT OR TRADE tJst your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
PHYSICIANS.
South Broadway.
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
FOR SALE Must leave town, an
will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
dress, B. O., this office.
Vann's drug store. Automatic
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busitelephone, 410.
Mcness for city property. T. L.
DR. R. L. MUST.
Spadden. 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Household goods, homeN. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
made jelly and preserves, also canTuberculosis treated with
Apply 015 South Edltb
ned goods.
Electrical Current and Gerstreet.
micide. 'Treatments given each day
FOR SALE A hanusome Hardman from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
piano, In fine condition and almost in attendance.
Both 'phones.
new, at a bargain.
For particu
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
lars, call at this office
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you in- Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
terested in mines? I have some
Throat and Lungs.
said to be good deals. Talk with Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
,
way.
Telephones:
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
FOR
SALE Handsome, new eight
C. H. CONNOR, M. D., D. O.
room house. Best location in city.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
Party forced to change residence. President New Mexico Board of OsteoGreat bargain. Address V. E. T pathy.
successfully
All
diseases
Albuquerque, N. M.
Office in Barnett building
treated.
double-bar- Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
FOR SALE A
reled,
shotgun; bran new; phones. Sundays by appointment.
never has been used; one or th
FALL TERM.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
fice for particulars
Albuquerque
Business College Opens
fram
FOR SALE Iarge, seven-rooMonday, September 4, 1905.
house, arranged, for one or two fam
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
Hies. Large cellar; water In house; ship, Shorthand,
Eng
Typewriting.
large baru, at the low price of llsh, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
II, lino ; located on the Highlands Ing.
Terms; N. Peach & Co., real es
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
tate dealers, 208 4 West Gold avenue.
For particulars, call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
LOST.
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
LOST Three large keys, one brass
Library building, Eust Railroad avetied together with string.
Finder
please return to 911 West Copper nue. "
avenue and receive reward.
ASSAYERS.

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
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Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $190,000.00.

d

I

x-x-- x-x-x

in Mad Chase.
Millions rush In mad chase aftor
health, from one extreme of fadl.uin
to another, when, if they wof'J only
eat good food and keep th'" bowels
regular with Dr. King', ' New Life
Pills, their troubles wuuld all pass
away. Prompt rellrf and quick cure
for liver and storaf.ch trouble; 25c at
any drug store; guaranteed.

Loan

WANTED

t

LAKE VALLEY MINING MAN
IN THE CITY WITH BRIDE.
William F. Hall, a mining man of
M., Is at the Sheldon
Xke Valley. N.gays
the El Paso Herwith hla bride,
ald. Ho was married Tuesday morning at the home of the bride In Lake
Valley, to Mrs. Clara Hlmrod, nee
ljcy, formerly of Danville, 111. Tne
ceremony was performed by Rev. Darling of Doming, N. M. Mr. and Mrs.
Hall will make their home In Lake
Valley.

Co

1

ente par eeith. when paid monthly.
will aanfer a favor

Money

nqulr

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
for a faL Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Christmas turkey. GlecklerV faitn. SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REand as high
WANTED A canvasser and solicitor CEIPTS, as low as $10.00
on commission and wages. Address, as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
XX., this office.
one year given. Gooda remonth
to
WANTED
A
woman for general main In your possession. Our rates
housework; good wages. Call at are reasonable. Call and see us be-

Cmrir will be delivered In the
liniw
rente per weak, or (or 60
low rata of
at the

iatalr aa anr

Capital and Surplus

tbe Western

V

rags.
Clean
The Citizen office.
W A N T E J Y o u r order
WAN TED

Tmm

Idrnlliiog

m

15.00

Day 6y Carrier, 60c per month
Har

ALBtlQUERQUE, NET MEXICO

Union or Postal
grat)h offices for an A. D. T. messenger
buy, and send your ad with the casih to The Citizen office, or telephone direct, or call, and tbe ad will appear according to your wish.

Circglatlnn.
Circulation.

TtRMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

Montezuma Ttttst Co.

Per Word Insertion

TFTFPHntVF
aw

Patty fer kH ana rear in advance.
fmitr br Bail par month
Weekly br anail. ana rear

1005.

16,

tised through them.

Arlyona

Northorn

DECEMBER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secore it for yo by a small
want a d. In Tha Fining Citi?en. It only costs

One Cent

PrM Afternoon Dlipttchx.
Ltrgert City and County Clrcvlitlan,
Mexico

8ATURDAY,

and you can rely upon It, as we have not failed before, that your
money Is not thrown away. We have also rented hundreds of houses
by our want ads, as well as sold nearly everything we have adver-
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i children,
Claus t

t.

i

ill goon

If
ari
bring

i
here,

be
you want Santa
you any special

j

I

write a leter to the Santa
'llaus editor of The Evening
Citizen, stating what you would
most like to have, sign your full
name and address, and The Citizen will see tiiat Santa Claus
gets your letters, and in addition
will publish your letter in next
Saturday's Issue if the paper.

Vincent's academy and would like to
get from you a "sewing box," which
will be very useful to me. I remain
yours, truly,
AURELIA MONTOYA,
No. 124, corner of Cooper and Second.
(Thanks for the compliment. Miss
Moutoya. You'll get that sewing box.)

thlntr,

Hazel Wants a Dressed Doll.
Dear Santa Clans You nave got so
many pretty things, but what I want
T
most would be a nice, dressed doll,
in a buggy. 1 hope you will bring it
A
9. 9 A A
A A 41 A A A A
to me.
HAZEL ALLEN,
303 East Coal avenue.
Doesn't Want Much.
. o
(Sanla seldom if over forgets good
Dear Santa Claus papa was readTHOMPSON JLIPPED AND
ing In the Citizen that you wanted little girls, Hazel.)
FELL AT FLAGSTAFF. letter from all the children. I am 11
I
R. Thompson, a former real es- years old go to Schooll and I like to
A Foot Ball, and What?
tate dec?or and employment agent of have rocking ehnlr and a dollie and
Dear
Santa Claus I have read your
through here a buggy and a trunk and a little bed. kind offer
Albuq erque, passed
to us in your valuauie
"Wedreaday night, for Los Angeles. good by be sure to come.
paper. Kindly send me a foot ball
Wb'Je here Mr. Thompson had the
MAGGIE GALLEGOS.
and than "kind CAi.en for me..
misfortune to slip and fall on the
come to 404
EDWARD BAIRD.
to
(Santa
sure
will
be
crossing between the depot and Rail- W. Marble, Maggie.)
113 North Sixth street.
road avenue, sustaining a bad cut on
(We'll see that you get the foot
one of his Bands. Flagstaff Sun.
A Second J. P. Morgan.
ball, but the other has us guessing.)
Dear good santa Clos Mama found
Giv Your Stomach Rett.
your add in the paper and I am so
A Future Machinist.
Nothing will cure indigestion that glad. 1 want a train with sure nuff
Claus This la to tell
Dear
Santa
doesn't digest the food, Itself, and cars on it, and an automobile and a you that as Christmas is at hand. I
exRive the stomach rest. You can't
bugle,
sals she would like a wish you and all the staff, from fne
pect that a weak stomach will regain doll and sister
sum candy. I am alittle boy chief to the "devil," a merry Christita strength and get well when it is 6 years old and I have a little budy mas
happy New Year, and that
compelled to do the full work that a 4 and a sweet little sister that loves gooil and
Santa Claus would send me a loYou
should do.
sound stomach
Clos don't thank i ask comotive that I can take apart, etc.,
so
dolls
Santa
wouldn't expect a sick horse to get too much but we will shure have our etc. From your friends, who is alwelUwhen it is compelled to do a full stockens up Xmas for I no we will get ways thinking of you.
day's work every day of the week. somethang.
BELBRAN CHAVEZ,
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is a perfect
HEN N IE COMBS and
905 South Second street.
regardand digests the food
LORRENCE COMBS,
(The chief and "devil" thank you
less of the condition of your stomach.
402 E. Lead avenue. for your well wishes.)
Belching,
Sour
Relieves Indigestion,
(You certainly will, boys.)
Stomach, and all stomach disorders.
Thinks Santa Is Wise.
Sold by all druggists.
Dear. Santa Claus I have read your
Easily Satisfied.
Dear Santa Claus There Is a great kind offer to us in The Daily Citizen,
FAMINE
A COMBINATION
many things 1 would like toxhave. But and I know that you have never failAT DEMiNG. you are so kind that I will be pleased ed us for so many
I
long years.
'
Demlng had a combination of snow with anything you want to bring me. would like to 'nave an air rifle. You
same
storm and fuel famine at the
I would like to have a fur 1 get. so liave done well to advertise in The
time, says the- Deming Graphic. On cold going to school.
Citizen, for everybody rads It, even
roads,
account of the condition of the
us children. Wishing you a kind welLILLIAN WILLIAMS,
brought
the
from
no wood could be
61G W. Coal.
come this year and a happy return
of
account
the
nd on
mountains,
(Could Santa Claus resist the above next year, I remain vonrs,
Bcarclty of coal cars, our dealers appeal? We tbiuk not, Lillian.)
N. MONTOYA. JR..
mines,
get
and
no coal from the
could
Care I.u Bandera Americana,
family
that had
for a day or two the
Carriage to Fit the Doll.
(Santa seldom visits newspaper ofDear Hantaclaus Will you please flees, Montoya., Jr., but we'll tell him.)
a couple of hundred pounds of coal or
In
to
roots,
was
bring me a kid doll and carriage
fit
a basket of mesqulte
luck. Two car loads of coal finally the doll. Yours truly,
More Dolls for the Darrows.
sitEVANGELINE SLOCOMB.
Dear Santa Claus I wish you would
arrived which partly relieved the
more.
is
cry
"02 West Coal Avenue.
uation. Hut the
still for
bring me a nice, big doll. Thank you
( You will
get your kid doll, Evan- very much. I am 7 years old
'
geline, and Santa will try to make the . HELEN FLORENCE DARROW.
A Fearful Fate.
It Is a fen.rful fate to bave to en- carriage fit.)
Dear Santa Claus I would ke to
piles.
"I
dure the terrible torture of
have a doll. I am five years old nn.t
Stocking.
"He"
Has
Sister
Henry
say,"
can truthfully
writes
mama says I am a real good little gi;i
Dear Santa Claus Editor Will you most of the time. I will thank you
Colson, of Masonville, Iowa, "that for
Blind, Bleeding, Itching and Protrud- please tell Santa Claus I would like anyhow, so goodbye.
ing Piles, nucklin's Arnica Salve Is a bicycle or If he cannot get me a
KATHLEEN DARROW.
the best cure made. Also best for bicycle please tell him I would lfke a
Dear Santa Claus If I am real good
cuts, burns and injuries; 25c at all little engine or a magic lantern, and will you please bring me a horse,
my brother Ralph would like a tri- (not a really one), and my sister a
druggists.
cycle or a pocket knife or a trumpet. big rag doll? I am 3 and my
o
little
And my sister Edna wants a new doll sister is 2 years old.
ASSOCIATION FORMED
stocksome
in
candy
nuts
he
and
and
CLERGYMEN.
TO ASSIST
CLAIR AND JtUTH DARROW.
(If Santa doesn't exhaust his doll
An association comiwsed of Catholic ing. Respectfully yours,
MILLER,
CLAUDE
has
of
Fe,
Santa
clergy in the diocese
supply too quick he will leave four
201 South Edith St.
been formed and Incorporated by Most
dolls for the Darrows, and a "not
you
right,
can't
If
(That's
Claude.
Bourgade,
Archbishop
Peter
really" horse for Clair.)
Reverend
Very Rev. Father A. Fotirehegu, vicar got one thing be satisfied with second
choice.)
purpose
of
general and others, for the
Wants Papa and Mama Remembered.
Dear Santa Claus I am 3 years old
caring for disabled or aped priests,
a
Wring.
Gladys Wants
I am going to school.
I ant in the
saysthe New Mexican.
to
you
I
want
Dear Santa Claus
grade, and I have been a good
second
has no capital bring
The corporation
(loll
lovely
me
a
wring
stock, but a fund Is to be accumulated and candy a and nuts.and 1 am 7 years girl, and I don't know what I would
by an assessment of $20 per year for old. good by Dear Santa be sure and rather have, so bring me what you
want and you think would be nice tor
emergency fund which snail not be come.
me. Please remember my dear mama
used for three years. After that time,
HENLEY,
GLADYS
and papa and bring them something
priests who become ill receive $25 per
1015 South William St.
I have a dear little brother
month for their support until they re(We will ask Santa Claus to bring nice. And
enjoy something
Santa, who would
cover. This sum will be increased or you the "wring," Gladys.)
nice. I am your dear little friend,
diminished as the occasion may reMINNIE ARNOLD,
.
quire.
A Doll and a Train,
1004 South Broadway.
(Officers for the association will be
dear Santo Claus papa was read(Santa Claus -- will not forget you
elected us soon as the membership ing In the citizen that you wanted a
is completed.
letters from tUe children l would like Minnie, nor papa nor mania.)
a doll and uiy brother would like a
Who Is This From?
Don'4 drug the stomacn to cure a little train, please come to set- - us.
The Santa Claus Editor of The Evcough. One Minute Cough Cure cuts
NELLIE BROWN,
ening Citizen is in receipt of the folthe mucus, draws the inflammation
404 West Marble Avenue.
letter, but was unable to do
out of the throat, lungs and bronchial
(Nellie, your wishes are very mod lowing
The "letter"
tubes, 'heals, soothes and cures. A est, and Santa Claus will certainly cipher the signature.
as writtcu, follows:
quick cure for Croup and Whopping fulfill them if you are a good girl.)
"mngu ii mi n hit tn in u in ml w aii nsnimmf
Cough.
Sold by all druggists.
Inn, kg nth."
Wants a Katzenjammer Book.
Th holiday rates will be one and
Dear Santa Claus Pleas bring me
Gallup Boy Wants Sled.
fare to all points via the a toy engine that runs on a track and
am a little boy
Dear Santa Claus
Santa Fu route. Call at the ticket of- a Katzenjummer funny book. I no
lives in Gallup and want a little
fice and get particulars.
to school hut I cannot write all the that
red sled; don't forget me.
I
spell. Goodbye.
Dyspepsia is America's curse. Bur- letters. I like to
JAMES JOHNSON.
you.
will
wstoh
lor
(Santa Claus will reach you, James.
dock's Blood Bitters conquers dyspepSTEWART,
MORRISON
HALL
( Yen in Gallup.
sia every time, it drives out impuri:lo7 Easl Coal avenue.
ties, tones the stomach, restores perHall.
Santa
All.
.Morrison
riht,
Drop In at tbe White Elephant to
fect digestion, normal weight, and won't forget
you.)
night ami partake of a line lunch. Free
good health.
i
to everybody, and all welcomed.
j
Has the Cecil Rhodes Ambition.
20 per cent off for cash all week
I
Hema
Santa
train
that
want
NUMBER
YOUR HOUSES FOR
opporlong. Don't miss tills golden
runs on h track. That is all.
TWENTY FIVE CENTS. SEE HUDtunity to buy furniture.
WILLIE RHODES,
SON, THE PAINTER.
J .D. EMMONS.
tllrt West Coal avenue,
o
Price
Inventory Sale all week.
(t'nlike (Veil Rhodes. Willie, your
Of course you are going east. W;iv
Slashing the motto. Everything from
not? The holiday rates are low. Ask wishes are very modest.)
(be necessities to the luxuries ut
ut Santa Fe ticket office 'or full p.ir
Is She Old or Young?
EMMONS' FURNITURE STORE.
tlculars.
I
Clan.-advantage
Dear Sunta
take
o
o
Citiyour
through
Daily
One of the finest free lunches of the
ol
offer
The
Morris Chairs. Ladies' Desks, other
will
way
at Zeiger's cafe
bo
season
which
zen,
to
served
reach
is
surest
the
useful Xmas Gifts. Make your selecus, old and young alike, as we all this evening, beginning at 9 o'clock,
tions early.
am attending Behind ut St. Everybody Invited.
read It.
J D. EMMONS.

t
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New

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldridge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

Mar-rina-

t Christmas
t t

0

LUNA, President.

yv

;

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

TOPEKA

&

SANTA

FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

Officers and
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

N. M.

Director.'
President
Tlce President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

M. W. FLOURNOY

FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. P. RAYNOLDS

m

,
V. S. DEPOSITORY.

j

,

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

$S0O,00O.M
$260.O0O.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company

,-

46-4-

The State National
OF ALBUQUERQUE

CAPITAL.

High-Frequen- cy

,

DEPOSITS

O. N. MARRON. President.
J. B. HERN DON, Cashlsr.

FOUND.

Two keys attached together
with cord. Owner can secure same
by calling at this office and paying
for this notice.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
TO EXCHANGE Good improved city
property .'or vacant lots. T. L. McSpadden, 3o0 South Broadway.
1 have some ranches
I'O EXCHANGE
T. L.
to trade for city property.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
MeSPADDEN
The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
' Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

Nasal Catarrh

quickly yields to treui.
nieut by Ely a Cream Balm, w hich u agreeably aromutio. It is remived through tbe
bontrils, cleanKes un1 heals the whole tur
face over which it diffuses
Druggikts
sell the Silo, fcic; 'I rail size by muil, )U
ceuta. Tebt it and you uiv sure to euiiuiiue
the treatment.

Announcement.

To tcx'oinniodatu lU ise vho ar luirti.t!
nut) of ttouii.ers in applying liuid(
Into the uhkiiI j assumes ler cultu'rlun
tbn proprietors prepare Crosm liulm in
liquid form, which will l e known as Lly't
Liquid Cream Jialm. Price including thr
praying tube in 7i cents, lir. ggiats or by
until, 'i'ha liquid form embodies the meU
filial jrepiTtu v( tl e mild j rcpau tiou.

'to liie

c't-bli-

l,

0
D. A. McPHERSON, Tics PrsaMea.
ROT McDONALD, AMteUat

Cat.

aOtoxDoootcotnoi
RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED
L. g. PUTNEY

0

"OLD

WHOLESALE

1878

GROCER

FARM .AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N.

M.

Oe0

Do If

Electric Light

That's

Is the way to talk with llglits-fal- k
to buyers about business and about
what can be bought at this busy season of buying.

With

Advertise sell things in the
light way. the way that has
been proved a success by
hundreds of cautious business men.

LAND MATTERS.

Tells the Story at a
Glance

The Albuquerqu3

sign will tell tlie story tell it
well. Outline lights will tell it,, too.
It is impossible to miss the lighfs at
night. We'll show you how you can
use thein without great expense.
A

Gas, Electric Light & Power Company

Ote.--o,

703

o

Try a Citizen want ad.

,

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS
.

f

lie
RIGHT

tweeWa

NEXT

TO

UUPPK
BANK

OF COMMERCE

mMHS

At Consistent Prices

203 W. Railroad Ave.

.1. C. IlALsDRIDGH
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
BuTlDLNG
Always
PAINT
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears 6tock. Plaster, Lime. Cement.
longest, most economical, full
. Palut,
measure.
Glass. San Doors, ete.
ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M.
FIRST STREETAND COAL AVE
(.'HERMAN-WILLIAM-

G
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United Slates Court Commissioner,
West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office.
The Torture of a Preacher.
The story of the torture of Rev. O.
D. Moore, pastor of the Baptist church
will interest
of llarpersville, N. Y
you.
"I suffered agonies
He say:
because of a persistent cough, resulting from the grip. I tried to
sleep sitting up in bed. I tried many
remedies without relief, until I took
Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs .and Colds, which
entirely cured my cough and saved
me from consumption." A grand cure
for diseased conditions of the Throat
Price
and lungs. At all diliggists.
f)ile and $1, guaranteed.
Trial bottles free.

1

Carries the Larcest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Soutbwest.

Civil and Mining

H. W. S.

0

Flour, Grain and Provisions

COLLINS,
Engineers. United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East siib; of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
RAILROAD TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points, no to Paulsen's Association
Rialroad ticket olliee. Railroad tickets
bought, sold and exchanged.
CORBET

$100,009.00
iM,000.9O

oo
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We have iad a very satisfactory growth sine tfcs
tbUatimat
of our baak. If you are not on of our customers, ws shoals ilk
an opportunity to show you eur superior facilities.

go-ca- rt,
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Hi
Si
DRAWN WORK.

MEXICAN

Y
A

Turnover Qpl'ars. in dainty patterns,
at 25c and S5c Each.

Cloths,

DR1AWN

HI

1

.

B.

Y

$900-
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XMAS

V.V

i

FOR

Gloves

'

v'&

1 A Hit? Xmas Special.
OKnthe assortment Vola

c

XMAS

.

and

Neck-

i.

N. "V

IT

Handkerchiefs, at 50c to $3.50
Each. See our line at 50c.

i

I

V

t

AN D'
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IINTEREtSTIING
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i

SPECIAL

i,
1

w
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Six fine Linen Handkerchiefs, handsomely embroidered and hemstitched,
arranged in pretty box, at $1.25 Box.

00404040404040400
SHAWLS.
HANCSOME
SILK

In black and white,

!

Y

Children's Kider Down Hath Rcbe.--.
reil ami I blue, at $3.00.
Children's Fur Stts at $1.00 to

4

in

GREAT

CHRISTMAS

Dec- - 18
REDUCTIONS

Our entire stock of Wotuen's and Cliildren's Coats
Suits to be sold
and Tailor-mad- e
before Christmas

a Set.

At 15

.
K

X

.

"O-4-O-

$8.00

prices.

SECTION!

READY-TO-WEA- P

t

V

Knit Wool Shawls, assorted colors and

COMMENCING

run hrtm

at $145 to

Each.

I

r.iPTc cno

turn

Pretty Cashmer and Knit Sacquea,
Sweaters, Dooties, Venn and short Y
Klmonas, Mittens. Caps, Felt Slippers. J
and handsome Baby Buggy Robes.

PRICES

Our Great Xmas Sale

Monday,

"

rtm'

BABY'S XMAS.

to be found here. We can
supply your wants for acceptable GIFTS, whether
great or small, and cordially invite you to attend

An

front

Priced

all.

WORK.

DRAWN
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V Price Only 95c
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Suit

WORK.

Kid Oloves; reK

W&r,,ar$1-25,,a-
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HANDKERCHIEF

KID GLOVES.

Christmas
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MEXICAN
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MEN

AND BOYS.

wear. Suspenders.
Cases.

7

X

X

,V

0 Fancy Hosiery, Handkerchiefs,
Y

-,-

K

4

SUGGESTIONS

V

I

-

N

X:

i

Fine Lace Colllara, at $2.50 to

Vj

"

Slt?3

MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.

Doylies, In assorted sizes, 25c. 35c and
50c Each.

The Grandest Xmas present.

Table Cloth, full si.e.
$16.50 to $35.00.

to

$1.00

7

WORK.

" "
:
tne uauv. ai sz.uu tacn.

8
MEXICAN

from

priced

$25.00.

MEXICAN

t

MEXICAN TENERIFFE WORK.
I.aco Turnover Collars, a neat remem-branee. on 25c Each.

DRAWN WORK.

MEXICAN

Center pices. Dresser Scarfs, and Lunch

-

155
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FOR 'THE MEN.
Snioktinf aackots at $5.75 to $7.60.
Hath Robes, $5.V5.
Special
Tlea, in pretty
Four-in-han-

d

1 Men's House Slippers, at

$1.75 Pair.

per cent less than actual price
AN IDEAL OPPORTUNITY

0

OPERA BAGS.
collection of
Dresden Silk and delicate color- ''I Satin Opera Bags. They
make a very select present. At
$1X0 to $3.50 Each.

SXMAS
T
Y

T

BOND TAFFETA SILKS

4X

Ueautiful line of Xmas Dress and Waist Silks, very
latest shades, wear guaranteed, at

4

h

at

s

90c

to

$2.50.

85 cents per yard

VpJ

Sac-quc-

$3.50.

Eider Down House Sacques,

,

0
Y

WOMEN'8 HOUSE WEAR.
Silk and French Flannel House

Elder Down IOUnglng Hobos, $3.85 to
$8.50.
-

I.

.

l

V

"..v

r.

... .

ia

WOMEN'S

MM

SKIRTS AND SWEATERS.

For this Xmas Sale to be had at

cofiyRtCHTtc

SPECIAL

15

HaiulHOliie Opera Coats, N
Tat)le Unens a id Napkins.
Table I.ineu.s ami Naiikiiis.
Sets and t'hildr li s Books.

per cent
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Nobby
Toilet
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Coats,
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Manicure
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Hain
and
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CIGARS
Handsomely Packed

!

We know most smokers' favorite
ASK US
brand of cigars.

g

A High

Grade Pipe
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CIGARS...
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That have the flight Tuharvo
i he IJIirht Workmanship
.... ...
1 ne
lillil Appearance, and
Tha Hight Smoking1 Qualities

;
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Boxes of 12, 23, 50 and 100
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IS He A Pipe SMOAetl?
If so, we are the
people you want to see. We have
ft
and Briars In all shapes and styles,
and at all prices. We sell most of the Pipes

-

f-

Handsome Cigar Holder!

Meer-ftchaum-

An

in New Mexico.

Always Welcome Girt to the
Lovers or the Weed

He Have a Complete Assortment of Them
A JAR OP FANCY 5M0KI1NG TOBACCO

!
t

SgtSH

We Have All the Brands Imaftinablo

Just Ask fsr His

Leather
Cigar Cases
and

Kind

j

TobaCCO

(

Pouches

3

Cigarettes
SPECIALTY
OF

-

A

Turkish and Egyptian

19

Cigarettes
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If
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Smokers' Sets

W

and Tobacco .Containers
have some very
line and

In Hoxes of Fifty and One
Hundred

i i

ij

4J

High Grade
WE MAKE

have a new line
of the
very latest creations
and
solicit your
inspection
e

J

attractive novelties
c

n

I

please
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The Rothenberg & Schloss Cigar
CMSSIE CHMD WICK
IN 'PENITENTIARY
CASSIK'S CK1X. IN TIIK OHIO TEN.

THE FAMOUS FEMALE FRENZIED
FINANCIER AND THE LIFE SHE
WILL LEAD IN THE OHIO
SHE HAS A NICE CELL.
SHE WILL MAKE SHIRTS AND
UNDERWEAR.
BAS-TIL-

E

OoluitihtiH. O., Dec. 16. When Mrs.
Cas.sie I'hailwick reaches the penitentiary tshe will le greeted with scenes

familiar to "Madame I.ydia DeVere,")
'
teller, and she
will live over again the prison life of
that hypnotic-powereprisoner.
There will he no strangeness to the!
scenes, for they are unchanged .since
Oassio Chadwick, the moat fatuous
'
j
woman frenzied financier of the age,;
''"
was Lydla DeVere, and did time fori
filching money out of a Toledo man
in connection with the parentage of a'
child.
Nor will there he any change In thi
mode of prison life from that which'
obtained when she was here as Mad-- ,
ame DeVere. It's the game old work
room and the bame old work of mak-- j
ltiK underwear and (shirts for the maloi
prisoners. Ca.tsio will return o the
ueeitlc which Mic piled when she was)
in as l,ilia.
Tle iviiiah (ii partment of the pris
on is locuti'd in the southeast corner;
f tht institution grounds, surrounded'
by a li'i foni wall, and in this wayj, js
'
completely shut otf tniin the malo iajj , lie atianvtag,. ofnanun tne rest and that catches the cheenui. 11K It'll in
?at win, low sun This cell is No. !.
Mrtion "f the building, which H
Hhuts.
The building occupied by he
fcumle department extends lengthwise'
Jie geology, and limit rground
east and west, is
stories and an! UNDERGROUND WATtUS
water it sources of ihi.s basin plain.
atic tall, and of stone.
!N JOURNADA DEL MUERTO In tlic leport of his work which the
In this building the woman prison-Survey has just published as Water
era work, cut and bleep. The lowtr'
Supply and Irrigation Paper No. Yli,
floor is occupied in front by the mat-Jornada lei M uei
if in w am! valuable
ill lley
data regarding the
rons and back of ilieir quarters is the' Death"- .
Hi. grewsolue but appro-- geologic sinteture or this large desert
kitchen and laundry. On the second;
It
name lioiuunl ,y he first nit a are piest-niedis happily
floor the workroom jy located, and out; prat
,
ii!!,- nun who ih.red its perils, on
rm.iit ions In tills region
a. shown
of It open the doors to the cells where
plain in' are iav.uahh, itir the extensive occuruiiii:. hadel
the women are locked nt night.
will be a sec-- ; sou U ci ut a Nt w Mi Xico. This des-l'- i rence of underground waters. As the
So the life of t'ast-ire is fine and be soil fereh i, nearly
miles long. elimali
ond story one at all times, except the, et slut
breaMilug spells granted for health's ami ,
t.i :;u miles wide. As it tile, the development of underground
and do
Irtch the women are, Is covered by loose, porous soils of wati iv :tiV!le lor jrrigation
sakP. during
exercised in the . pen yard within the1 unknown depth, all the rainfall is ine.st ic supplies would make Jt a most
liliclJy absorbed and the streaillS attractive locality to sett lei fi.
Inclosing wall.
The district iravtrsetl has been conThe eel In are In the main along the entering the plain from the iiiotiu-taiuaround the periphery soon sink! sidered waterless, because no water
north wall of the building, but there
surface.
For three
is lone cell at the easternmost end of: below the Mirfuce. Prof. Charles 11. Hppoars
t4ie workroom, set apart from the, Keyes has recently Investigated, uu-- ' hundred and fifty years travelers
Darton.j
region
supervision
der
the
N.
of
II.
have crossed this
row.
without takThat will be Cassie Chadwkk's cell. of the L'nttej Statee Gwluglcal Sur-- j ing the trouble to dig beneath the

the Toledo fortune

I
I

d

I

j

j

,

v.

io
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i
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stirfuce or the plain for the water they
so often needed. In 1S71 a well 1U
feet deep was dug In the middle of
the plain by a rancher named John
Martin, and cool, soft water was
obtained in great quantity, so that
his ranch became the resting place of
every traveler crossing the desert.
Since then, many wells have been
sunk in every part of the region.
They rarely go down more than 50 to
75 feet, and the water is raised chiefly
by windmills. Practically nothing has
been done, however to develop water
supplies by means of deep wells,
though the conditions appear favorable for abundant water from this
source.
Before discussing the underground
waters of the Jornada, Prof. Keyeg describes the surface relief of the region, its geologic formations, and its
peculiarities of structure.
The waters of the arid region are
so generally spoken of as "alka.
waters" hat many persons suppose
that only waters of this character are
known here. Of the large number of
wen waters rrom tne Jornada exam-- I
Ined by Porf. Keyed, comparatively
few were found to he unpalatable.
With a few exceptions, all were ex
cellent ror stock ana domestic purposes.
The geologic conditions- of the Jornada indicate that the most important
water bearing stratum lies nt the base
of the cretaceous
The
sandstone.
extent of this stratum can be determined
lily by a few properly located
drill wells, but nil available data lately collected go to show that this water
supply should lc very considerable.
It is now a W' II known lact that in
the Mesilla valley, where the ltio
tirande travi rst-the Jornada plain,
there Is a va t utuieflow, front which
may
be pumped In great volwater
ume for Irrlgn! ion.
It is estimated
of
that eventually at least
the region should be bit uultt under i
cultivation.
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York."
December

27

"Hans Hanson "

New Tailor Shop.
A. .! Morel!!, the well kuowii tailor
has it opened a tailor shop on North
Ktrst street, where he Is ready to

clean, press and repair ladles' ana
gents" clothing. Suits made to order
Patronage of former customer gollctr
ed.

Subscribe
Hie lit

S.

for The Cltien and get

Igorrotes

Decimate

Judge Wolverton's Appointment to
Federal Bnch Due to His Cordial
Recommendation of Colleague for
Same Position.
United
Portland. Ore.,- Dec. li.
States District Judge Charles R
recently appointed to the federal bench for the Oregon district, by
President Koosevclt. owes his posi-- ,
tion to a letter of recommendation
that he w rote for a friend who was
a candidate for the office at a time
when Wolvertcn wan not thought of
in this connection.
After the death of Justice C. B.
Bellinger. Chief Jusiice Bean of the
state supreme court became a candidate for the vacant portion, and his
friends made a canvass of the bench
and liar of the state to secure endorse
ments for him. Hotli of his colleagues!
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Hirntf

WjI-verto-
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John
on the Miiircn;
and
Jusiice
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Justice Moore

Wivertou.

rescinded

cordial n couimemia' ions that he

lie appointed

Justice

Wt

fellow
earnest, and
his

heroin's
juii-- l

his

i

z,
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Canines

them warlike, and the Jgorrote man
will not put up with a fighting wife.
These people do not believe in a
marriage, but In
a tenipjrary one, lasting a year, if at
the end of this time the couple are
still satisfied with each other, they
cot: in in- as man and wife until the
end: but if they are not and .there
are no children, each goes his way
io aunt another mute.
I lend
Hunting is considered a pastime as well as a matter of self defense. When an lgorroie has taken
and brought home a human head, a
month of feasting and pleasure follows, and a warrk r is tatooed o?er
the chest and shoulders In a certala

CAampjon

-

Willi

December jr,
Mahara Minstrels."
Dec inber "'2
Wade.
Frederick
"Matnlei," matine-,'"Julius Caesar,"
evening subject.
December 25 "Hooligan In New

t

t

PIONEER WRITER DEAD

one-tent-

COMING

C ompany

ndoi seiiient of
was particularly
letter was so well

couched that it at once attracted the
attention of the tttioiiiev genera)! to
the writer rather than to the man
written about. The president was
shown the letter, and was so favorably impressed that ati itupiiry was
started, resulting in a confirmation
id' the favorable impression.
The outcome was Wolvertou's appointment
to the federal bench.
If hi had been loss cordial and less
earnest in his" efforts to secure the
appointment of Justice Bean, hi own
merits might have b.'-i- i wholly

Tne hand of Ignrrotes. brought from
the Lewis and Clark Kx posit ion for
purposes ha, caused a
inhibition
reign hi terror ninotig dog owners In
Uept
San Franci.-- e
and has
local
agenis of the Mutuant' Society vety
busy. One of the chief fia'urvs of
the lgorroie diet is dog meat, and
the mantigt nient of the lgorroie show-hahad much trouble in providing
this article of loetl. without which the
little brown men are apt to become
mutin.ius and homesick.
,
One would no i ti ink that Ir would
be hard to procure the dous necessary to satisfy the Igorrote appetite.
In a city w.here hundreds of dogs are
killed in the pound each month, but
the Society lor the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals lias decreed
asphlxlation Is the only humane way
of killing dogs ,st each little brown
man dreams of a country where dogs
are plentiful.
Dog Is considered a fit diet only fur
the men, and it is supposed to make
.

th'

way to show that lie is a slice.

sf

head hunter.
'lite women tire tatooed on ihe arms
in patterns resembling the old fasn-open woik mitts, in their own
country this tatooing and a little skirt
of haves a'v the only adornments to
be f uiitl in the women's
warnrohM
but here tbey wear a blanket over the
shouhh rs like a
The
war u loin 1of, a,,d a little men
cap
ti'trle like a niiittitur.. basket tiowl on
the back of their Leads; this serves
as
pot kei raiie-than head c.n.--

iiit;.
Domingo, the gray haired
f
f
Hi's baud, is he champion head hunter of tiie tribe, h iving taken :'l Ik ads.
He is over 7u. but us strong and ar.
tive as the youngest member of the
band.
,

Of course voii lire, going ea-- t.
Wi.v
not? The holiday ra'es are low. A
Ht Santa Fe ticket office for full u.ir
'
ticulars,
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JOINT STATEHOOD
Reasons Presented by Hon. L.
Ilubbcll in St. Johns
Herald.
ARGUMENTS

The question of whether we are to
Income a state Jointly with New Mexico or wait an indefinte period for
separate statehood will he settled
this next session of congress. While
we would all prefer separate statehood to Jointure, still I believe that
it is best for us to accept Jointure
rather than the indefinite postponement of our admittance as a state.
The priceless boon of being
citizens of the United States
should not be lightly brushed aside,
by imaginary evils that might accrue
to us If Joined to. New Mexico or,
rather, if New Mexico should be an- nexed to ua. New Mexico loses its
name and we retain that of Arixona.
The supposition that the citizens of
New Mexico are not so good as those
of Arizona may or may not be true.
I, for my part, believe that New Mexico has a class of citizens that any
state may be proud of. That there
may be conditions which could bo Improved in that territory can be said
also about every other community in
the United States.
That there Is any danger of a Mormon ridden state or a Mexican control of it. is imaginary conditions that
Whoever will be
will never exist.
impartial and take the light of the
past to guide his feet, will note that)
in Apache county, for example, there
has never been a republican elected
1ut that could have been defeated if
he had had the solid Mormon vote
against him. There never would
a democrat have been elected if he
vote
had had the solid Mexican
against him. Neither the Mexican vote
nor the Mormon vote has- ever been
cast solid for any candidate, except
where the issue was made against
the Mormons as a class or the Mexicans as a people. New Mexico is a
proof or the fact that never in the
history of that territory have the
Mexicnn votes betn cast for any one
party. In conclusion, we are all citizens of the United States, and entitled to vote as we believe right.
And it will make no difference how
you do, as you cannot vote for both.
The charge that the Mexlca nls controlled by any man or set of men Is
as falsa as it is malicious. The party
that makes such a charge forget that
a people may support a man because
of the faith that they may have in
him. not because they are intimidated
by him. They forget that intimidation Is the poorest way to obtain
what you desire In politics or business.
I believe that If we should he admitted as one state with New Mexico
the imaginary strouhles that are predicted to arrive from such union will
he laughed at twenty years from now;
that once admitted as a state into tTte
union, we will all be as much opposed to dismemberment as Texas
is today, which state, according to
the conditions upon which it was admitted Into the union, has the right,
to divide Itself Into several states.
The abusu which Is extended to
those who prefer Joint statehood to
will not make Joint
rto statehood
statehood any the less popular except with those who, through some
unknown reason, daro not express
their opinion; and such men, if they
exist, would be a detriment to any
movement. Let us all make a united
ffort to be admitted to the union,
either as a single state or with New
Mexico. Remember that we will have
the right to vote for our own officers;
that they will not be foisted upon us,
willingly or unwillingly; that the argument, that those men elected to offices might be such men as we, the
minority, would not like, should be
no reason why we should reject the
boon of statehood offered us; for I
doubt if the people in electing men
to office would make as many mistakes as the appointing power at
Washington has made in the past,
Much as we may see if we look back
over the history of both territories;
and that if we do make a mistake in
the electWn of our officers of state,
it will be our mistake and not that of
any one else. And therefore, a dose
much more pleasant to take when adown hand than
ministered by
when administered by another.
The idea that if we at present refuse Joint statehood, we will without
doubt be admitted as a single state
in the near future, is not Justified
by the conditions that exist in the
United States senate. There Is a coterie of eastern United States senators who have for a long time past
controlled the legislation of the nation, and who look with dismay upon
the possibility of the scepter being
torn from their hands; no matter how
unjustifiable it is to keep us from
single statehood for such reason, yet
the condition exists, and no amount
of desire to chauge It, on our purt,
wilt change it.
Therefore, the actual slate of affairs confronting us Is, Shall we con-xias a territory for an unknown
uumber of years or shall we accept
joint statehood? I, for my part, prefer the tangible to the (intangible,
and hope that congress will pass the
bill for Joint statehood and give the
people the right to express their
or unwillingness to ncept
'he same.
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In
the reform
u'lieves should b
.ehool, says the Phoenix Gazette, was
ilven five years b" Judge Johnstone.
Tne mother said tne boy was a natural born thief, his father being a
thief before him. The father Is now
serving a term at Yuma.
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dally by proper food what use
takes from the Brain.

Grape-Nut-
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BALAMGE
.

Ten days' trial proves!

Beautiful 50- I

I
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Two representatives will be on the ground Sunday morning until 12 o'clock
noon to show prospective buyers unsold lots and prices
Look for the man
with the white horse.
v

SURETY INVESTMENT CO., Owners
BEST CAR EVER PUT OUT

VALLEY EXHIBIT
PECOS
CAUSED GENERAL

T MEYERS & CO

CAR

Rev. A. Foltz, who had charge of
the Pecos Valley exhibit car on its
recent tour of the central states,
made an interesting' report before
leaving this morning, for his home
in Miami, I. T., says the Roswell Rejc-orHe said that the car was considered by the Santa Fe officials the
best ever sent out over their lines.
It traveled over every mile of track
in the Santa Fe system from this
point east. It is estimated that 350,-00- 0
people passed through the car
and saw the wonders of the valley.
Thirty thousand of them registered
In the big book that was provided.
Two. tons of literature was distributed
advertising the valley.
The Santa Fe officials say that the
car received letter press notices
than any car that was ever sent over
their system, the two cars of California not excepted.
The Kansas City Journal took a
flashlight picture of the car and gave
It a column write up. All the newspapers treated it liberally. They gave
It enough free advertising to pay the
cost of the car a score of times over.
Manager Foltz decorated the outside of the car as well as the Inside
after leaving Roswell, spending $2mi
on this part of the work. Corn stalks,
popcorn in all stages, and split ears,
of corn were used until the whole
car had the outward appearance of
immense Indian bead work. It was
splendid, and the Santa Fe officials
have caused the decorations to be
carefully removed and stored for future use.
The car is also out of debt something new In the exploitation of advertising cars.
d.

j

Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
Colo., December 15, 1905. Sealed proposals In triplicate will be received
here until 11 a. m., January 15, 1906,
for disinterring remains of officers,
enlisted men and civilians buried in
old post cemetery at o'd Fort Sumner,
New Mexico, and ' .. .ig and delivering same at !.-t railroad station
for shipment to be Santa Fe. N. M.,
U. S. reserves
National Cemetery.

Place Your Order Now

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

FOR

Christmas

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars
SPECIAL

TURKEYS, DUCKS,

MEAT, ETC.

MINCE
i

None but the best
AT

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED

FARR'S MARKET
217

SOUTH

SECOND

Auto Phone, 423.

AGENTS FOR

STREET.

Colorado Phone, Black

PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT.

Val Blatz's Milwaukee Beers

182.

"

Mail orders have prompt attention.
write us.
MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesal. liquor and

Ci'ir

West Silver A Ve.9

116

BAIN Bug

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

mm
f

T-

IN ARIZONA

FLOOD.

Tne Yuma, Ariz.. Sun tells how D.
M. Lynch,
aged 60 years, who was
caught by the rise In the Colorado,
paved himself by graihlng a barbed
wire fence and pulling himself hand
over hand, along the fence until he
reached a tree on which he remained
for twenty hours before he was
more deal than alive.
Th' Indians near Yuma were tlie
heaviest loBiTs by the flood. They
had gathered and stacked their pumpkin crop, and the Sun says that for
miles th river was decorated with
1 the pumpkins as they floated seaward.

m

Ljl.Korber&Co.

Rough

ri!.

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL
Albuquerque,

Southwestern
Investment Ccmany
Business Opportunities.

N. M.

T'" dirtrrn.
tet

'

'i

NORTH

TEXAS BUILDING, DALLAS, TEXA",
We handle protositions to buy, soil, or exchange ar - kltd of
business or real estate located anywhere in the southwes.
Vrlte
us your wants. We can Interest you.

-

J.
the Way.
!v
f
Furious Fighting,
The mission c: "Early KlKers"
'For seven years." writes Cj ti
to clear the way and give Nktura , i W. Hoffman, of Harper, Wast- - 1
a bitter
battle,
with chro "i
sway. These famous little" pills
i had
and liver trouble, but at la
the stomach and bowels of all putrid stomach
I won and cured my diseases by the
matter, thus removing the causes of use of Electric Bitters. I unhesitatheadache, constipation, sallow com ingly recommend them to all, and
plexlon, etc.
DeWitt's Little Early don't intend in the future to be withRisers never gripe or sicken. A tafe, out them In the house. They are
pleasant, perfect pill. Mack Hamilton, certainly a wonderful medicine, lo
hotel clerk at Valley City, N. )., have cured surh a bad rase as mine."
says: "Two littles of these Famous Sold under guarantee to do tne same
Little Pills cured me of chronic con- for you, by all druggists, at 5uc a
stipation." Sold by all druggists.
buttle. Try them today.
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ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
y.

..

I

ai

115 GOLD

AVE.

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

T

"I

il

all glasses prescribed by us.

Debber Optical Co.

HCKORY

WAGONS

Albuquerque, N. 47.

For the reason that we can guarantee

and
OLD

Call or

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. K. C. Whiskies. Most tt
Chandon Whit Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemia and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Souta first
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Chief Quartermaster.

Citizen want ads get tne business.
Try one.

SUPPLIES

Straight Kentucky Whiskies a
Specialty

OYSTERS, CRANBERRIES,

C. A. H. McCAULEY,

For Cracked Hands.
skin and cracked hands are
not only cured by De Witt's Hazel;
Salve, but an occasional application;
will keep the skin soft and smooth.'
Best for Eczema, Cuts, Burns, Bolls,
Etc.
The genuine De Witt's Witch
liazol Salve affords Immediate relief
In all forms of Blind, Bleeding, Itching and Protruding Piles. Sold by al
druggists.

HOLIDAY

GEESE, CHICKENS,

the right to reject or accept any or all
bids or any part thereof. Information
furnished on application to this office.
Envelopes to be marked "Proposal for
disinterrments."

EXPERIENCES

5 SOS?

I

res-cue-

scientifically prepared, contains
Just the right f xxl elements.

d

-- HigMan
ti&im
di
ds

I

EVSITING

PUT

M

foot lots $125, $150 and $200 per lot. .

will-ngne- ss

SOY WHO IS A
NATURAL BORN THIEF.
Mike Ortega, the lad, whose mother

YJ

Better buy now at present terms and prices

"

y.r

Y-EDM-

eirore we withdraw from the market
for a time, all unsold Sots Sim tfo& - - -

ARE UNANSWERABLE

YOU MUST

PAGE 8EVEH.

Bo, 4
Mass., O
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An

Xmas

be too bad If you
take your girl out for a drive
and your wheel came off or your gearing gave out In any way. Be prepared
for the merry Yuletlde by having your
carriage overhauled and put in good
condition. It won't cost you mm
and will make your mind easy for the
winter. We will do It In flrst-clestyle and In prompt order.
ItieuUdowu

would

Kiiould

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

CO.

COCXXXOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXX3

NOTICE.

'r.

I
C. Wymer, of r"tato"y, Kan.,
e in Albuquerque with a car load
(.
good
Jersey cows in ten days.
Don't buy a cow before you t,ee them.
Prices will be right. The cows can
bo seen at Mueller's garden, old town,
on their arrival,

Siil.scril

the news.

for The

Citit :i und get

The St. Elmo

iiti
.Yl:!S,Eri!:f!is,Ei:,

JOSKTH HARNETT, Prep.

20 West RaJfroai Arnwre

SAM MLS AND
CLUB ROOMS

CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE
rhllHhe1
By The

Dally and Weekly

Citizen Publishing Company
W. T. McCREIGHT

W. S. STRICKLER

nt

Business Manager

President

the dream of centurion, perhaps It will be found that thlH,
tike other dreams, la brighter In the dreaming than in
It may be added that Amundsen
the realisation.
flip, tank In a forty-seve- n
ton aloop, the OJoa,
with a crew of seven men; but It took him three year
to ninkP the trip, ami he Is now frozen up with the fleet
of California whalers at Ilnrsehell Inland, on the north-weroam of America..

For IiosHe Feeding
In his recent

The Optic: We very heartily agree with the cordial
expressions that are being made In the territorial press
reuardlng the
ment of Judge J. R. McFle and
Judge McFle has nerved for
Judge Frank W Parker.
three terms nnd Judge 1'arker for two, ami both have
nMed lustre and distinction to the New Mexico bench.
Their tenure of office has been marked by Industry, Intelligence and a sincere effort to do Justice to every
individual ami Interest.

r

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALIIUQUEKOUK

PAGE SIX.

SUICIDE J0MER5
LAID

TO REST

SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

18,

1905.

Christmas Neckwear

With member of the Grand Army
of the Republic acting as pall bearers,
the old ex federal soldier who some
time- Thursday nllit sent a bullet into
his brain, whs laid to rest In Fair-viecemetery in accordance with the
last wishes of the deceased.
The funeral took place from tne parlors of Honlers' undertaking estab
2:30
afternoon at
thi
lishment
o'clock, a lame number of tne friend
of the deceased being present to pay
thetr last respects to the dead,
well as a number of the curious antl
morbid.
In his will, which will be filed for
probate Monday. Somers left a hequest of IL.'oo to the cemetery association of the town In which he was
t.. as stated In
born, Bratth boro.
The Citizen yesterday, for the pur- Kse of keeping the old burial plot in
In addition to thU.
good condition.
he left $Tjio for the poor of Urattle-hnr- .
now
A cousin. Clara Worth,
residing in Midileford. Me., also received a small bequest, the rest going
In
to cousins anil oilier relatives
Maine and Vermont.
at
As near as can be ascertained
present, Somers, at the time of his
tragic death, was worth in cash and
real estate, nbout IS.000.

IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS GIFTS A MAN MAY RECEIVE, HE WILL ALWAYS
HE EXPECTING SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME IN THE WAY OF

annual
Tho secretary of iiKrieuiture
report, made the statement that the number of sheep In
The Rovernor of New
the United States Is dvellninR.
Mexico In hia last report to the secretary of tho Interior,
DON'T DISAPPOINT HIM.
estimated the number of sheep shipped from 'ho terriWE HAVE A BEAUTIFUL. LINE OF CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR, IN EVERY SHAPE AND STYLE
tory during the year at 2,000,ii(C The market reports
THAT IS CORRECT.
MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHAPES ARE CONFINED TO US FOR THIS LOCALITY AND CANNOT
for yesterday showed that In the Chicago and Kansas
London Kconomlst: It is a constant matter of sur
BE FOUND" ELSEWHERE.
City markets muttons varied between $i and $0, and
prise
here that such an extremely Intelligent and enerbe
may
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE
Several conclusions
lambs between $3 and $8.
getic people as that of the I'nited Srates. who are conforegoing
facts.
the
of
deduced from the combination
stantly boasting of their freedom, should so patiently
The first of these Is that the price of sheep is not submit to be held under the yoke of capitalists and dis
Sheep must Increase honest political bosses.
likely to decline for several years.
in value for a number of years, during which the decline
THERE IS ONLY ONE PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND THAT IS AT A
will f ret be retarded, then balanced, and finally Increase
MAN'S STORE.
Can New Mexico materially eularge
will pain control.
"HE LL" RE SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IF IT COMES FROM HERE, FOR WE LEAD THE TOWN IN
acThe present total,
the aggregate of her Docks?
NECKWEAR. SILK MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.
cording to the secretary of the interior, Is nearly six
GREY.
By
CYNTHIA
It Is doubtful If
millions 5.S75.0O0 head, to be exact.
there can be mueh increase In range production, especCKXCkCKXXC0XXXXCKXOCXXCKJ
ially aa the unprecedented value of lambs will of necesFine Clothing and Furnishing
It is the same old story. A happy young husband
Elk
Minstrel Rehearsal.
sity stimulate the sale of the young stock.
There will bo a rehearsal of the Elks
How, then, can New Mexico avail herself most largely and a devoted wife struggle through hardships to success
Is Mrs. Laura Minstrels
Sunday afternoon at 2
of the growing prices for sheep? Of course, the demand and then on toward wealth and misery.
Corey, wishing o'clock, at the opera house. All those
for slaughter and the constantly Increasing price of fed Corey, wife of the millionaire, W. Kills
I he rather of, the
Interested, especially all talent, are
c
stock will increase the demand for and the price of stock for the good old days of poverty?
not requested to be present, as, at this 6
does
my
son
says:
thinks
Lama
that
prolit.
"If
millionaire
the
of
end
Is
small
tho
feeding.
this
But
for
program
time
bo
will
entire
the
When a womau
love him, he Is wrong, dead wrong.
The very best of New Mexico lambs, bought In the territory or at the centers of sale for feeders, did not yield slaves and starves through a $10 per month period with
man. when she bears him children and rears or buries
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
to the raiser during the past season as much as 3.
thoupti there were an exceptional few which gained that thorn, us Laura did for Kills, It Is safe to say that sue the news.
And still we are told the same old story.
No doubt many of theBe three dollar lambs are ioves him."
point.
No dance at Colombo hall tonight.
among those now selling for 8. Who gets the $5 dif the story of a pretty face, a man's mad infatuation; the Postponed
until next Friday. J. R.
has been, since the celebration became a custom, one of its most
Why do not New Mexico sheep story of a man's millions nnd of a wife's broken heart
The feeder.
ference?
Scottl.
(lays,
the
good
money
old
for
In
the
be
crust!"
"The
last
certainly
celebrated features. Every age has done its best to glorify with
must
There
feeders?
men become
melody this greatest of all festivals.
1b so doing, else the feeders would cease purchasing the trusting wife, the lfst crust was sweetened by the love
NOTICE
Empty Is the success
Where are the largest part of tho only man in the world.
stock for feeding purposes.
A visit to our store will show you that the present century
Colorado. that bows In shame the gray head of a devoted father.
rS vpw Mexico feeders urenared for market?
We wish to announce to the
has reached the higtiest point of perfection in musical instruments.
that
desires
the
only
evil
gold
feeds
the
is
that
Cursed
Colorado:
of
said
is
what
Here is
public that our store will be open tfj
And sometimes we
See and hear the beautiful CHICKERINQ BROS., BUSH &.
"Colorado has the reputation of turning out the finest break the heart of u faithful wife!
every evening until 9 o'clock, jV
glitter
'
no
Is
complain
poverty
our
there
of
bard
lot.
LANE, ELLINGTON, HOWARD, VICTOR, PRICE & TEEPLE, and
mntton made. The process of feeding lambs in Colorado of
from now until Christmas.
Ixiok for the shine in the
Our stock of the following
the many other makes of pianos . exclusively sold by us in tne
feed lots, combined with the fine climate, has the effect of glass upon your table?
your
husband,
lover. Though his hands
flavor
of
eyes
still
sheep
the
items has Just been replenished:
old
the
is
producing
without
meat
that
a
southwest.
of
"4
v
Henckles' Carving Sets.
which for vears made mutton unpopular In this country, are grimy with toil and though your owu are hardened
Our prices ami terms place musical instruments within the
X
Knives.
Henckles'
Pocket
glad
bo
love
is
homely
duties,
there,
if the shine of
At the coming Western Live Stock show in Denver the with
X
Henckles' Razors.
reach of every home, no matter how humble.
woman of wealth and count
week of January 29th, It Is expected that a fine show of Think of the broken-hearte- d
Wostenholm Pocket Knives.
i v
The largest stock of VICTOR TALKING MACHINES
AND
these lambs will be made, Including some choice spec! your mercies. Look and think, then break your crust,
Gillette Safety Razors.
that
love
grateful
be
on
last,
though
be
for
it
the
the
are
they
fed
wnere
and
valley,
RECORDS can be seen and heard at
mens from the San I.uis
Winchester and Colt Fire Arms
peas.
A fine opportunity will be given to compare the keeps li sweet.
and ammunition.
and pulp-fe- d
pea-fe- d
meat with that of the corn-fe- d
6
Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, and
many other articles suitable for
tsugar beet). The competition will be between the San 00X)X3CXOCKXX00X3C00000000
!0
a gift.
There is conLuis valley and the Fort Collins district.
Our samples are elegantly dis- - '
siderable rivalry between the two districts as to which
V
played and we invite you to call
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
Established In 1900.
produces the best mutton."
and Inspect tho same. Yours
Again it is said: "All over the west stockmen are
'"
E-astruly.
E. J. POST & CO.
ILocatitcm
Some who have.
experimenting in the growing of beets.
i
9.
A A
.
A
A
A A A
experimented in growing beets this past season, as yet
w
000000XOOOCK000CKXC0000000
are too far from augar factory to make them a profit
able crop to market, but they are using them as a stoclt
Who is Santa Claus and where does he live? If you
red wUh love him, If he is real to you, you know who he is, for he
food and, it is said, with remarkable results.
an
barley or oats, or even wheat, the sugar beet makes
Do you write him
lives in the depth of your heart.
Ideal stock ratioa and many western men who have letters telling him what you want?
Do you
e.ve his
never thought of finishing their cattle will this winter reindeer scudding across the starry sky In your dreams':
market beef instead of feeders."
Does his Jolly round face peep in ul your window to see
NtW BURNETT BUILDING
One more quotation: "The cultivation of the lowly it you are good and go to sleep early?. Will you listen
WE HAVE A WELL ASSORTED STOCK OF
field-pe- a
TH
in the San Luis valley Is said to have solved for the patter of his feet on the roof Christmas eve, as
S'OKE FOR BRAIN FOOD
I
the problem of profitable pork production in Colorado. he scrambles to your chimney?
Then you are
No?
can
hogs
or
it43,0(0
It Is declared that a drove more than
not one of his little folk.
fattened In that district, and if this proves true it will
Does his sweet name call to your mind tho dearest
lo About your Xmas presents. Come to this store we'll help you in
ff'add to the agricultural wealth of the state a sum
little
face in the world, with Its perfect faith shining out
your nifts that you in:end to give. Our stock is so varied
Already large shipments of Us big, serious
ceeding $6,000,000 annually.
eyes, as it told you what to tell Santa?
ia no trouble to choose for
and extce8ive
man, woman op child.
into the valley have been made from the northern .part And as you cheerfully work your way through the throng
of the state and the Arkansas valley. The animals will of shoppers, never minding the jostling and pushing, does
Brx-Srac, from 25c to $10.00.
bo turned Into the pea fields and will lite practicnlly wild your heart swell almost to bursting with Just tho pure
until spring, when they will be ready for the market. delight of finding what Santa will bring?
Dressed and unaccused aollc from 15c to $5.00.
As you see
Scarcely any attention will be required for them beyond thin, wistful faces pressed against
p
windows, do
Reliable In quality and moderate in prices. As our stock Is
TOYS. TOYS, of all kinds, fron 5c to $8.00.
This introducseeing that they have sufficient waler.
you wish that you could buy for the whole world full of
tnn varied to enumerate, we would be pleased to have you call
tion of the hog Industry on such a largo scale will stimchildren, so that every little face, of rich or poor, might
FINE STATIONERY, from 25c to $5.00,
In conjuncand Inspect our goods and to assist you In making a select ion.
ulate the raising of poi;k all over the state.
Do
bo .radiant with gladness on Chirstmas morning?
field-pe- a
to
sugar
been
found
has
beet
the
tion with the
you imrueii yottrseir wun duikv uunittes anu suea
RARE NOVELTIES, of every description, ranging from 10c to $15.
be a wonderfully fattening food, besides making the llesh around to the back door to evade curious little prying
shape for the eyes,
firm and putting the auimal in first-claand feel no Jealousy because their jubilant thanks
Alfalfa also is discovered to be au exceptionmarket.
ou
will be all for Anita Claus and none for yourself?
,
ally frood food, but It Is not
in whose heart
you are a grown-u- p
child,
do?
Then
New Mexico has the turn ou Colorado In climate ami the jolly old elf still makes merry; the spirit of love and
the possible production of alfalfa, beets, and no doubt also good-wi- ll
is siill within you; you are Santa Claus.
of peas.
That peas can be so abundantly produced
If you give Just because you know your friends will
Rio
of
upper
the
waters
valley,
on the
the San Luis
give and you must pay up; if you give what you have no
9
riramlc in Colorado, where hundreds of thousands or igbt to afford and feel no pure Joy in the giving; or
sheep have ibis year been fatted for market. Is proot you do not give at all then something Is wrong; your
presumptive that the same thing can be done on the Rio childish image of Santa is dim and faded or gone.
Don't
FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING.
Grande and its tributaries In New Mexico.
out. some I It t lu friend, some little
him up!
Seek
give
Another advantage New Mexico possesses as a shep acquaintance, or, better slilJ, some little child of misforThe finest flour is an absolute
fattening country, rs that her feeding grounds would be tune, and make him glad.
essential, especially for cakes
His touching belief will
near her ranges, saving one shipment between rearing bring back your own.
and pastry.
The "Empress"
He to him a Santa Claus; your
brand is a flour that never ypt
Then think of the greatly Increased gain will be greater than his.
and marketing.
New life will throb
has been surpassed In any parprofit to the sheep man, in combining rearing and fat through your being. Tho bells will ring in sweeter
ticular. Its flavor Is fine and
tening. as well as all the money which would be kept In chime; the holly berries will gleam with a brighter hue;
delicate, it has fine body, and
New Mexico and be distributed here at home by this all the earth will be good and at peace, if you look
full of those nutritious qualiappro
As
resources.
agricultural
large addition to her
through Santa Claus' eyes. There will bo heart In your
ties so desirable in a family
priate at this time and tolthls question, The Citizen "Merry Christmas."
flour.
quotes the following from the last report of the secretary
of agriculture:
M. BERGER
"One of the most valuable cereals for feeding to
114 West Copper Avenue.
broomsheep, hogs, and chickens Is the Russian proso, or
Wholesale Agent
corn millet.
Several varieties of this cereeal were in
troduced from Russia in 1899, at least two being more
drought resisting and otherwise better adapted to the
northwestern states than any varieties of this millet
For Fine Diamonds.
It Is particularly
heretofore grown In this country.
ON
Detter varieties of emmer
adapted for sheep feeding.
(often called spelt) have also been established by the
This crop also
districts.
department in the semi-ari- d
resists drought to a great degree, and certain varieties
For Fine Watches, from $5 up to $150.
resist rust as well. The winter variety Is as hardy as
the hardleBt winter wheats. The emmer and proso together afford an lmmenso amount of grain and straw
i
for stock feeding In dry localities, where very little feed
Seta, Water Seta, etc.
Tea
Silverware,
For
Fint
of any other kind can be produced."
Finally, The Citizen feels confident that the financial
WILL BE CONTINUED UNTIL
Institutions of the territory would aid the movement Indicated by advancing to the feeder the necessary aid in
WE GUARANTEE THEM
getting his stock to market.
For Toilet Sets in Silver, Ebony, Rosewood, etc.
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Jewelry

-

d Silverware

a

toy-sho-
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ENGRAVING FREE

A Christmas

Jeweler

,

Store Complete

205 RAILROAD AVE.
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EVERTT

DISCOUNT SALE

XMAS

EVERITT

Mexican Dravvnwork

EVERITT
EVERITT

centuries has been realized in the completion ai lust or
Capt. Round Amundsen bits
the northwest passage.
achieved the distinction of being the first man in the
history of the world to navigate the ,nrctte region from
llavis strait to lierlng strait and thus to assert tho masIt long since betery of Uian oer long d"flaiit nature.
came certain that a northwest passage would be useless
for commercial purposes because it would be practically
unnavigable.
Hut explorations have continued for rea
sons ol sentiment aiM science.
It is reported that ("apt. Amundsen has puMtlvely
located the magnetic pole on King William is'ani, ami
his observations may nuible scientitlc lien to clear up!
some obscure eLetric and magnetic phenomena wMj-llo se gains nil lar short oi
long have puzzled them.
what was once expected of the northwest, passage. Many
generations looked upon it as tl.e pathway to gold, and
uncounted human skeletons are the only iiiouuuk m s to
the dariug men who sougbt it. The Aieeilean c miinent,
for the first centuries alter its discovery, was regarded
by Europeans as a huge obstacle in a nearer way to Hie
East Indies. liut time has proven that Ameriea is richer
than all the Indie, and wild commerce no lonuer seeks
a way around the continent, but to it.
The first great advance in the exploration of Uie
northwest passage was made by .lolin jlavls, who disAdolf Erik
covered the stra.t named after bitn 111 IfSa.
Nordiiiskjold went clear through In 187ft, but not with
bis ship. Now that f'apt .Amundsen has ul last realised

For Clocks, Umbrellas, Canes, etc.
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goods
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For Everything
Store.

found

in a

first-clas- s

Jewelry

0

INDIAN STORE
OPEN

EVERITT
Q

0

Cor. Railroad Ave. and
EVERY

0

First St.

0

NIGHT.

EVERITT

1

1: R K

TO.
F"c

I)

I

T

V
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R.
HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Crs; EhaJUugs.
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and lain Front for
Buildings.
Ropalr on Minlnn and mill Machinery a Specialty
r'ouuury mm ti le of railroad track.
Albuquerque, .V M

0

t.

EVERTT

Bad Weather

1,1,

--

HAVE

YOV

A

TELE-

IN

The Colorado Telephone Co.

1 1

Railroad Avenue.

cUte-ts

PHONE IN OL'R IlO.MK? Enables
ou to order groceries:
sll tte physician; perform social duties, etc. Rates
irom live cents l.r lay u,i.
Let us
ll you about it.

Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
a la carte. Day and Night, Private ilni.ti; rooms.
,
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
t ol.
1'n Jer Savoy Hotel, opposite Pasenser
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

Good.
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Santa

years, and guar
Has been with you twenty-twantees everything with a guarantee that is

The Diamond Palace.

0

Foundry and

0

V

CO.

Machine Works

Albuquerque

eoootcoooeooo

of
All Sorts, Useful, Lasting.
For Presents
Beaut ful Xmas Gifts.

I

&

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

shoppe

Christmas

store full of entirely new offerings for
will not be found in other stores.

BORRADA1LE

Rings, Brooches, Chain Lockets, etc.

,

I

December 23

EVERITT

The Northwest Passage
The dream of daring navigators for more than three

i

i

Buy a Charter Oak Steel Range
for a present. Woman is a
slave over an old cook stove.

Room 18 N. T. Armljo Building.
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PRESIDENT BEARRUP

WILL

BACK FROM TEXAS

GO TO THE MESA
A

TWO MEN ASSAULTED

PAGE

MANY OTHER THEFTS

TUGEO ARREDOSA

e Sale

ARE LAID TO VERNER

to Give Delegates in Convention at Pounded Him Over Mead With Bits Identified as Property of
Texarkana Kill Become
Chair at St. Elmo .Keno
A. C. Bowen-Stol- e'n
From
Amuserner.! on Mesa ProRoom Last Night.
Stockholders in Mill.
Romero Building.
mulgated Yesterday.
New Organization

Xma& Furs

l

I

ELDER

RANCH

PURCHASED

IS

Albuquerque ' soon t '"'ve one of
finest driving parks In the territory if the plans of the Menu Driving
club, which was organized late yesterday afternoon with sixteen meiu-Ikt- r,
do not. miscarry.
Most of the members of the new
club are former members of the Albuquerque Spring Driving assoelat Ion,
which, with the forming of the new
organization, goes out of existence. It
is the object of the new club to securo
tweuty-nv- e
members ail told, each of
whom wii' subscribe $lw toward defraying the first expctirtcs of the new
club.
Seventeen hundred dollars will be
expended lit onco in purchasing the
property Known us the Klder ranch,
rome four miles (southeast of the city
on the m"s, which will be made Into
a fine driving club. The house on this
property, a seven-rooaffair, will be
remodeled into an
club
house, and the stables will also be
greatly enlarged to accommodate a
large string of horses.
A mile track,
with a half-mil- e
track inside of this,
will be constructed Immediately, and
a speedway extending from the Tijer-a- s
canyon road to the club house, a
distance of one and one-ha- lf
miles
will also he built, and a base ball diamond will be laid out upon tlie
grounds.
The Elder ranch is an ideal spot for
such purposes. Only four miles from
the heart of the city, it Is easily accessible to the residents, and besides,
the hard, dry soil of the mesa lends itself readily to the successful making
of a fine race track. While it is not
the intention of the club to erect a
lootiern race track, and while they do
i ot expect to carry on the game ns a
monetary propsition, they will make it
into one of the finest, little driving
parks In this part of the country, and
niai.y a brush between the horses of
tv. local members will take place
t Hereon, as this is the niaiu idea of its
members in establishing the park.
The following members of the or
ganization which at present constitutes
its membership, met yesterday afternoon at the St urges hotel and discussed the above plans: Messrs. William Trimble, Captain It. 11. Greeuleaf,
Herman Hleuher, .lake Levy, Otto
Berger, Simon
Schlo.ss,
Dr. J. F.
Pearce. Frank E. Slurges, Joe Barnett,
I
C.
Colonel W. H. Greer,
Newcomer,
Jacob Korbcr, A. V. Tegner, Joe Sher.
Idan, George K. Neher, and J. A.
Weinmann.
The stables on the property will be
enlarged to accomodate a large number of horses, and at some future
date, although the membership as yet
have decided nothing definite, an effort
will be made to get horsemen wintering in the southwestern country to lo
cate here, as this climate is considered better than that of Ixjs Angeles
even. The spring race meet will be
heid at this track also and In the future Albuquerque may become on of
'tue ;rti.f ipal racing points between
Kansas City and Los Angeles, and may
"eventually supersede the latter city as
a wintering place for the many strings
of race horses that are now wintered
there.
It is understood that. Col. W. H.
Greer, president, of the Albuquerque
Traction company, just before his departure for the east, announced to
several of the gentlemen mentioned
above that it was the intention of the
Traction company to extend the trolley line to the mesa and thence out to
the new club house as soon as possible.
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MISSION

WAS

A

ALL

BIG SUCCESS

.1.
H. lbarrup, of the Hio Grande
Woolen Mills company, returned

from Texarkana, Texas, where
be attended a convention of farmers
residing in that state. Before returning to tills city. President Ilcarrup
went to Kansas City where he Joined
Mrs. Bearrup, who has been making
an extensive visit there.
t'nele Johnny was seen by a reporter
for
Evening Citizen.
The
"Wnat wa result of your mission to
Texarkana?" he was asked.
"It was most successful," replied
Mr. Bearrup.
"As you are aware, I
attended a convention of farmers of
the hone Star state In the interests of
the Rio Grande Woolen mill. It was
for the purpose of interesting the delplan, and
egates in the
outlining to them the opportunity offered to them in making themselves
a part of the company.
' When
I tell you that
the r.oO.nnn
members of the organization, represented by about 1.2"o delegates In the
convention, were to
man favorably
Impressed with the plan, and agreed
to purchase stock, you will perceive that when I say my mission was
successful. I am not exaggerating It
In the least."
Something In excess of $1.000. OiK)
will be created by this sale of stock,
which guarantees a bright future for
the Hio Grande, as it means the erection of a new mill on a much broader
scale than the old one now being operated.
"The delegates I talked with at
Texarkana will shortly be engaged In
the manufacture of cotton and woolen
goods, together with the many gentlemen they represented," Mr. Bearrup
said, in conclusion.
Mr. Bearrup did not care to say
much as to wliether or not the mill
would bs moved out of Albuquerque,
but it is more than probable that It
will remain where it is.
TO

j

BRIGHT.
WELL CURED
OAT
HAY, CONTAINS ALL THE GRAIN.
CLARKVILLE PKDUCE CO., 602
SOUTH FIRST STRtST.

& COMPANY

BELL

ROBBED

"NOT THEN

Chief of P,,lice McMillin Is reach-- !
Ing t'.ie conclusion that H. erner Is
professional burglar audi
an
sneak thief, and if reports that are;
coming into headquarters prove eor-- l
reef, enough evidence will shortly lie

accumulated to secure mote than one!
indictment against the crooked native of Germany.
Chief McMillin practically satisfied:
hinie!f last evening that Verner 11
etiiliy of stealing the tcol chests from
a. t . now en and S. M. Not Icy, carpenters, who were employed at the
new Romero building on First street.
A srt of bils. which were found
In
Vomer"
effects were identified by
Mr. Rowen as belonging to hlin. It is
not believed that the large quantity
of other carpenter tools are the legitimate property of Verner, but were
st den by him from one place or another. The tools are not marked, anu
naturally are difficult to identify by
Messrs. Rowen and Notley. although
it Is believed they may belong to
them.
x ,
In the exclusive story in The Evening Citizen of the capture of Verner
yesterday, mention was made of a
Winchester rifle found In the confessed burglar's room on South Sec-an- d
street. J. U Hell, the Silver avenue hardware dealer, now comes to the
police with- the Information that his
store was visited by a sneak thief
a few days ago and a valuable Winchester rltle stolen. "I was in the rear
of the store at the time the theft was
committed." Mr. ' Pell states, "but
missed the gun shortly after my re-

-

- -

BUT NOW"

Reduction on all Furs
THE CHOICEST AND MOST APPRECIATED CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF ALL
WHY NOT SELECT ONE NOW? OVEU 300 TO SELECT FROM.
BEAUTIFUL
CHIIJIREN.

Note

Y MAKING

A

HANDSOME FTJR.

A

FUR

SETS

FOR

SMALL DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE ANY FUR LAID ASIDE UNTIL XMAS.

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

-

WHAT HAVE YOU TO VFIADE
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES
For property at Los Cernllos? Cost
$1 250; trading
f
price,
of
ESSS3H90E8Snn
cost. A snap, If you can ue the turn."
It is thought that the Winchester
property. Don't be afraid to talk
with me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South possessed by Verner Is the property
of the hardware concern. Mr. Bell will
Broadway.
examine the firearm when the opportunity offers Itself.,
tNTERTAlNED AT CAMS
New Tailor Shop.
MRS. B. B. BEARRUP PROVED
A
A. J. Morelli. the well known tailor
CAPITAL HOSTESS YESTERDAY baa reopened a tailor shop on North
AFTERNOON.
First street, where he is ready to
AT OUR STORE
clean, press and repair ladies' ana
Mas. R. R. Bearrup entertained
a gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Diamonds, Solid Gold Ring, Watche, Sterling Silver, Solid Cold
number of lady friends at her home, Patronage of former customers solicit
!tii3 North Third street, yesterday afLace Pins, 8 Day Clocks, Souvenir 8000ns. Solid GolH firarf Din
ed.
ternoon. Progressive pedro waa the
Gilt Blocks, Fine Cut Glass, Fine Fancy China. Ladies' Solid Gold,
game of the afternoon, which proved
LADIES' TAILORING.
. .
,
.
.
rhaini CnO.4 Hm nDuiiunn
anuI roiuon, vcnis' cnains,
so entertaining.
Alarm Clock,
Mrs.
White was
.Uadaiii Cross, of New" York city. Is
other
and
Krt i,nD,.ln. now ready
too
flWlirilet lha flraf nrUa
numerous
articles
to
mention.
to receive customers. Call,
T3
T
Hon numrl
rt i,if..
unln
f .
eef
i n.
n. T and Imagine you are calling at
u,h..i nullify
OUR
SEE
THREE
SHOW
Manus.
WINDOWS.
In New York city. You will
The hostess served appetizing re- receive work equal to theirs. One
freshments.
Mrs. Bearrup was
as- trial will convince the most fastidious
sisted in entertaining by Mrs. J. H. lady that Madam Gross understands Offer to supply you with anything In
Bearrup, who recently returned from her business. Railroad- avenue, over our line, at prices that are fair and
a visit to Kansas City.
square, and we are now making
B. Ilfeld's.
Room 26.
one-hal-

You Caai

WORSHIP

St. John's Episcopal Church Corner of Fourth street and Silver avenue. Holy communion at 7:30 a. m.
Sunday school at JO R. in. Morning
prayer, litany, and sermon at 11 a. m.
Evening prayer and sermon at 7:30

I

p. m.

1

I

Ault-man'-

We

Baptist Church

Sunday school at
9:45 a, m. preaching at 11 a. m. Anthem by the choir, Including roIo, by
Mr. D. A. Haven. Violin and organ
duet at the offertory. Young Peoples' meeting at C:45 p. ni. Preaching service as usual, at 7:30 p. m.
Everybody welcome.

Church

Serv-

ices in the Elks' opera Tiotise. Rev.
Hugh A. Cooper, pastor. Services nt
11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Morning sub-

$3.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.

. ,

$8 China Tea Set
40c China Salad Bowl

Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glase Berry Set
35c Glae Water Pitcher
$1.73 Decorated Lamp
$4.50 Decorated Lamp
$1 Steam Cereal Cooker
50c Steam Egg Poacher
$12.50 Buggy Harness

OOCOOOOCOOCOOC)OOOOOCiOOOC

ject. "Living for Others."
Kvening
subject, "Andrew,
Simon
Peter's
brother." Music by the Chorus choir
ami quartet.
Sunday school at 9:45
a. m. Young Peoples'
meeting at
1:45 p. m. Strangers ma-dwelcome.

Refrigerator

$12

.inished for Christmas, even if sitting is made as late as December 23. Extraordinary reductioi until January 1.
'
HALF PRICE on all our cabinet picture's.
$10 Pictures, now
$5 $6 Pictures, now ..
.$3
Sittings ma le by appointment evenings, until 9 o'clock,
ua wesi nanroaa
venue.
DCllltlltPTnii o
Dnutifi
rtnninuiun a. nniniii

anti-saloo-

Presbyterian

Special Prices
On the Following

YOUR PICTURE

Highland M. E, Church There will
services tomorrow morning at, 11
o'clock and tomorrow evening at 7:30
o'clock. There will be preaching in
the morning by Rev. W. W. Havens,
the
man. Sunday school
at 10 a. m. Junior Kpworth league
at 3 p. m. Senior Kpworth league
at fi:30 p. m.
Ite

First

J. L.

ARRESTED

Tuego Arredosa was ponmled over
the head with a chair last evening at
the St. Elmo by a negro. Percy Drown
by name, and Verne W. Snyder, as
the culmination to some heated words
over the shaking down of a rnal tire.
The native Is an aged, Inoffensive
fellow It appears, who has been employed at the St. Elmo for several
months. Last evening he started to'
shake down a coal fire, which It seems
disturbed tither employes, and Hrown
went back to Investigate. According
to bis claim, some heated words followed the request for Arredosa to
stop. Finally, it Is said, the native
arose threateningly with the shaker
In his hand, at. which the colored
'
youth knocked him down.
Standing behind the stove at the
time was one Verne Snyder. He also,
it Is alleged, picked up a 'Chair and
Struck the nail VP tn lufen,l tlrnun
lie explained to Judge Crawford, who!
was In dire danger Snyder said, of
being seriously injured by Arredosa.
All concerned
were sentenced to
either pay a fine of $5 or work on the
streets for five days. Judge Crawford
severely admonished tjo voiinir men
for so brutally assaulting a man as'
old as the native.

yw-terda- y

WHERE

PARTICIPANTS

$g
.$6.75
$6
25c
at 20

5. VANN & SON

v

oooo

T PAYS

J.

T

--

t'hiistmastide offers no better 0p
portunlty than can be found in the
White Lily cigar. Our lines of these
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
favorites embrace all sizes, and there
is not one but what would be treas
ured find prized by any "lover of the
weed."
and
General houseclcanlng
Job work promptly done.
Bell phone, Red 271.
113'i WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
Automatic phone, 260.
411 WEST
AVE.
RAILROAD
JOCXXXOOOOOOOOCOCCOOOOOC

A.

phone, No. !

f
0

ooeoeooeoeoeo

0

Congregational Church Located on
Hroadway at the east end of the viaduct. J. V. llarron, pastor. Morning service at. 11 o'clock. Topic of
sermon, "Cornelius, the Roman Soldier." Anthem by a mixed quartet.
Sunday school at 10 a. m. Y. P. S. C.
F... at 11:30 p. ni.
Evening service at
Mrs. James Orunsfeld .ind son 'eft
7:30.
The pastor will speak on a
this morning for San Diego. Cal. question
of practical importance and
where they will spend abom4 a month of
Interest to all. Si rangers cordiSOPYSHT
visiting relatives.
ally invited.
Mrs. I,la Armijo ami two sons will
spend the holidays with Santa Fe relFirst Methodist Episcopal Church-Sun- day
atives. They, left for the territorial
school at 9:45 a. m. MornNOTICE.
capital this morning.
ing worship at 11 a. ni. The pastor
will preach.
Subject, "The Church
Jacob Korber, the popular wholeTo the Public of Albuquerque end Viclnitv
THE CELEBRATED
saler of fine carriages, buggies, etc.. and lig Pastor." Junior League at
DR. D. S. MONHEIT, the leading El' Paso, Texas, expert grad- has Just secured a carload of the 3 p. m. Kpworth League at 6:30 p.
optician,
uared
has again arrived and will remain for a consldera- "best" just the things for holiday m.. leader, U. A. Hammond. Evening
hie time.
His office is at The Englewood, room IS. So here Is
presents.
service at 7:3". Rev. W. W. Havens,
the very best opportunity for you and your children to have your i
league,
glasses fitted to your eyesight, perfect in every respect. He is
Ben Manger, who years ago was representing the
able to remedy almost any disease of the eye. He guarantees his
stationed here as the manager of the will deliver an address. Special muglasses, free for five years. Children a specialty. His motto: "No '
local Fred Harvey eating house, was sic nt IkiIIi services. Strangers are
All Feats are free and the
here yesterday with John Stein, the welcomed.
benefit, nh charge." Any person desiring Dr. Monhelt to call, please
drop a iKistal card or telephone 4u2.
southwestern superintendent, but both public Is cordially Invited.
f
returned north last night. Mr. Stein
4
4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
GROUND OATS. MIXED FEED OF
Bottled In Bond.
and family will spend the holiday In
ROCK SALT, FLAX
New York, and during his absence Mr. ALL KINDS.
SEED MEAL. GROUND OIL CAKE.
Manger will act as division superinCLARKVILLE PRODUCE
CO.. 602
tendent.
FIRST 8TREET.
BOTH
The death of Rabbi M. Maharam, SOUTH
Distillers,
occurred at the home of his son, PHONES.
Emanuel Maharnm, in this city, yesKT.
FRANKFORT.
CALL
terday, aged 68 years. Death whs duo
On Dr. Monhett, the El Paso leading
to consumption.
Deceased was a
noted orthodox Jewish preacher and optician, and have your glasses fitted,
MELINI & EAKIN
lecturer and was returning east from with a guarantee for five years. At
California with his wife, where he had the Englewood, office room 18.
Bole Ajenta.
been to seek health. For many years'
Albuquerque, N. M.
Kabbl Maharam presided at the Monroe temple in Philadelphia. The reAutomatic Phone, 199.
mains will be taken to Denver this
evening where the burial will take
place.
MATINEE AND EVENING,
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
22.
While ,n his way to this city to enter the St. Joseph's hospital, Thomas
The Eminent Tragedian,
M. Thompson, t)5 years old. died en a
Our trade for November nasi so far exceeded our expectations,
Though iennliess
Santa Fe train.
0. W. Strong's Sons
when he died, deceased was formerly
that ve have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.
well to do, until he met business
STRONG BLOCK.
in hung Beach, Cal.. then being
Commencing December 1, our store will be kept open evenings,
force, t,i start tramping toward his
iO
Exposure
home in Ypsiianti, Mich
froze one of his feet and weakened
and additional help added, to take care of the Christmas rush.
'be already wo:n out eonsf 'tiri'in.
O. v. strong's
MATINEE AT 2:3o P. M.
S 'tis coniMiunic'iteil
Make your select ons early. Remember, I positively retire from
iin-it
liecltal of Snakespeare's
with II,,. relatives in .l ieh
will probiihiv ship the remains tle-rImmortal Play.
I SiiyeriitenJeuts
Fairview
and
the jewelry business January 1, and from now until December 31,
ns sontj as i hey ;ue
from

Auto

Black or White Hearse, $5.00
Commercial Club Bulldln..
CITT UNDERTAKER.

25c
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65o
40c
$10-5-

Residence

116.

nORDERSf funer! Director and Embtlmer

Am

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

GIFTS FOR SMOKERS.

locaTparagraphs

Auto phone, 816. Bell phone.

111

to have your store or residence wired and furnished
with electrical apparatus 'iv

the

Southwestern
Electric and
Construction Co.

RICHARDS

We use the best material and employ the most skilled workmen.
216 SOUTH SECOND

STREET.

.

Schrafft' s Candies

:

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

"

Anti-Saloo-

t

THE BEST THAT SKILL AND
ONLY

--

First

MONEY

PRODUCE.

CAN

SOLD

BY

0.

M.

St. and Gold Are.

BRIGQ8 A. CO.- Prop. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Both Phone.

--

oooooooooo oooooo
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TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Tlie McBrian Furniture Co.

GRAND

205 GOLD

CLOSING OUT

ELKS' THEATRE

SALE

GENTLEMEN.
Stein
Morri Chair
Morris Rocker
Trunks
Bags
Suit Case
Shaving Mug
Cup and Saucer
Office Chairs
Couches
Washing Machines
SI'OIti: nl'KN

UNDERTAKERS
I!arbari

Hamlet"

Prof. Knox's Lecture.
Prof. Kno delheis Ins tliii-tonight at F.;kn ball, on "How to Sel.-.-a Partner to Succeed in Life." Sunday at U liO p. in., he lectures to ladles
and girls. No woman or g.rl in the
AT !;:!o p. M.
city shouM fail to hear this lecture.
Sunday a' R p. in., the professor delivers his r'l'h lecture on "The law of
s
mental healing, or how ail
e
can lie
of
without the
drug."
tree at the above lectures.
.Monday.
collodion.
Si'er
Dec. It;, at S p. m . he delivers bis first
ADMISSION:
lesson lecture. Hundreds have b, en Matinee
25c and 50c
A Evening
healed by hearing these lectures.
50c, 75c and $1
class wili to taught at the close of the
lecture course. See the professor at I S ai on sale at Mat sou's Thursday,
L'l Ht li a ni.
i
Coliinihus hotel. Consultation free.
,l..-e;,-s,

will make prices lower thari ever

crferd

on

Fine

Diamonds,

O

:'1

L'll N.

Seco'd SUiMotn Phones

f

Plated Silver TjDle ware. Clocks, and everything he

Silverware,
lonrjing

Ceii'eterieH.

MONUMENTS.

Watches, Jewelry, Rich CutGljEs. Handsome Printed China, Solid

JEKEZ

Jiilnis Caeseri

HOT

SPRINGS

!'ies Al!iMiiierque
Wciliifsday find Friday

r;-

'15.

I

voovcc-ooo-

c

FOX,
'

NEW MEXICO'S
LEADING JEWELER

C,Z o c

oo s000

i: WILL

Doll Carriage

KV K.N IN

(',.--!.

HOI. II ANY

Go-Ca-

Expres Wagon
Red Chair
Red Table
Nursery Chair
NDursery Chair
High Chair

ON KICl'KI I'T OF A SMALL PAYAKTlCI.H I'Oll XMAS il'I.I VKK Y.

-

oioooooioooooctoeooo occ
THE NEW YORK FAIR
c

STAGE LINE

Carries Mie United States mai!; A
only line wi'ti a change (,f
en
reuse; koi I ris. hor.--e
and drivers; 0

II.

MKNT

CHILDREN.

LADIES.

Cut Glass
Art China
Fine Lamp
Silverware
Ladies' Desks
Music Racks
Fine Rockers
Morris Chair
Center Table
Plate Racks
Pictures

0

first class Jewelry store.

in a

O

For Ladles, Gentleman and Children

FBI'S! W3

I

AVENUE.

Ideal Xmas Gifts

nsi

0

rr

.

'

-

at

0

Monday
a. ni. For

nr;i( ulars. address W. I.. Triinhle
i'". asents. AliiUMuer'iue. N. M., or J.
li Hl.OCK, I'rupi leior.
N. M.
;

0

Gent's
Special Sale

Furnishing

&

CO.

Goods Now Arriving

Every Saturday.

S'irscrite for The Kvening Citizen SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
get the news.

ARMIJO

ANTONIO

Auto Phone 601.

EVENING
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O

I
o

0
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CITIZEN
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GET THE NEWS
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EVENING CITIZEN.
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PACE EIGHT.
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must find ushoused.inlour
new store 308-- 3 0 West
Railroad Avenue. We are
compelled to reduce our
-- 1

MIS

.i ".Jin II

Ml

ft

WILL.

BtiOuGUPiED
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n

D

AID POT PA OfTi
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M

"Al

l
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A

ff--
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as strongly as this one deserves to
Iqe told, this store would not be large
enough to admit the enthusiastic
throngs that would come. As it is,
there is sure to be remarkably swift

I

I

X

selling, so be on hand early.

ffl

g

I

.

at Removal Sale Prices
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Size 9x12, worth $6.00, for $4.00.
Slze 9ll0"C'
$

Story

K

KlySr

-

m

GRANITE ART SQUARES.

Wvilk
X

Real Bargain

..&M6ri
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V
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Useful Holiday Gifts
Pl
'ftS'4
ri0vL.

DRAPERIES

A

I

'
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GARPETS

!!

.....
,

rMuLn

MLDC.iT

I

made to tell a Merchandise Story

ANMTmtHWCTOGK-rURNITUR-

l

AY

Christmas when every one has lots
of shopping to do. If type could be

-?.

ENTlRf. MjlLD

TO-D-

to-d- ay

i
ST-

1

stock in order to have
easy and safe transfer
from our present quarters

U

M

HERE

Nothing like the events which , we
begin here
have ever been
known in this city, and just prior to

1

.

16,

Sale Surprises

i

'O'

DECEMBER

GREST

ANUARY

I

7

wan

Jul

.

SATURDAY,

worth
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-
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Size 9x9, worth $1.60. for $3.00.

.

:
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!
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IMPORTANT.

,nnuinS in mushn. dotted
SwUs and scrim.
No. 1 Ruffled Muslin. 2
yards
Ions, worth 50. for 25c pair.
Lot No. 2 Ruffled Muslin, 24 yards
lonK. worth 75C. for 35c. pair.
yards
Lot No. 3 Ruffled Scrim. 2
In b.Hlroom

V''

Mff.

'
V

'

.

TO

Kit

-"

'AflfeSSE

WfiF
pCf

A

of odd pairs Lace

'.

T5jf

ZafM

Wl

.

"

t

in Brussels
.

. .

EXACTLY

.

Cur- -

Net. Irish

, ,

...

HALF PRC6.

J

FUR RUGS.
Lined.

SOFA PILLOWS

black. B.lver
Krey. worth $2.00, for $1.25.
.Ue-26,1-

and

Kuff.ed. stuffed

Vita feathers.

A?
JfrK$&

,

e,ch- -

XTTl-J-

BLANKETS.
and tan, worth 60c. for

COTTON

lxt

-grey

g

..40c.
Lot

I

grey

and tan,

woth

75c, for

50c.
Ix)t3
'

65'
Lot

grey and tan, worth 90c, for

grey

75c- -

1
'

lot of odds and enda of
towels, at less than half price.

-t at 25c each.
Lot at 40 each.

'of&H&X&&bttsJ

VVXfiXOyJil

fQf
1iUow
Pillow Shams, worth 90c, for 60

,
cf

SlfStPJ

'
:

V
,

...

Bf
iHv'i'

NV'N
-- ,xtl

-

lgaw.25.
19x2G,
1Sx--

6'

worth $1.50. for $1.00.
worth 125' for 85c- -

l2l

SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES.

DRESSER SCARFS.
1
1

Lot worth 40c. for 20c each.
I ot worth 5('(
for 30 eah-

Sheets,

-

I

SENSAT'N-

'
'

'

size

O

?!::

CM

FEATHER PILLOWS.

IN DOOR PANELS.

S"e

'SHIrife
?0te$;'T&

A big

APPLIQUE WORK.
and tan. worth ,!.00. for

1

'GWST. IJwir

TOWELS.

2

-'

S

fdffJMif&

.

AN UNUSUAL BIG BARGAI

BARGAINS

!

'"J

l2'ac

COMFORTERS.
styles, from $1.00 to $25.00

eae- -

10c.

3

-

An as80rtment of fine Red Spreads
your own price.

.

7Cx90, wortn 65c 50c.
S",?eU' 81x!'0, wor,h Uc 60c- Ml" Cases. 42x36. worth 13c
1'illow Cases, 45x36, worth 20c

at
In all

B

Come as Early as Possible and Set First Choice!

308 Railroad

Grant Building

Mve.
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ALASKA'S GOVERNOR

m

UNDER A CLOUD

lnlSmi3

Executive Appointed by Missionary
Element Investigated by President s
Aoent Has Romantic History.
For sev- Brady
of Alaska has been under cross fire
of criticism, accusation and "gly
rumor. Last spring, while President
Hoosevelt was considering the matter
him, these complaints
of
and charges were brensht tu his at-- 1
tentlon in an effort to defeat the appointment. That this effort was not
successful, was due to the powerful
Influence at Washington of the Presbyterian Hoard of Missions, under the
direction of which organization Governor Brady first went to Alaska as
a missionary.
It was the missionary Influence
which secured him the appointment
as governor eight years ago,
lu the face of strong oppor
sltlcm four years ago, and again last
spring.
One of the charges made against
Governor Brady Is that he Is
has no sympathy with Xe
efforts of big capitalistic Interests to
develop the district along modern
lines, and exerts his Influence chiefly
In an effort to retain Alaska for tne
benefit of the degenrate and decaying native tribes, and for the exploitation of the missionaries at work
among them.
At the time the mining Interests
were trying to defeat Governor Brady's
they offered to furnish President Roosevelt with specific
concerning a serious
information
breach of official conduct on tiie part
Seattle, Wash., Doc.

16.

rral months tSovernor John

C.

Which Would You

Owner or Tenant

New houses with ample lot room, good location, on easy monthly payments.

g,

Several

these homes ready or immediate sale and occupancy.

ff&,

e,

unpro-gresslv-

tfBe

!Pf

f

of

fflffliorotffe

the Perea Addition we have 240 lots, property of the Otero
estate, which we offer on very small monthly Installments.
In

LOANS'
Now in the office to be loaned in sums to suit

at 8 per cent interest, $3,500,

$3,000, $2,000, $I,50V$1,000, ,and intermediate amounts, several small
sums from $200 to $800.

INSURANCE AND ABSTRACTS

of the governor, but before this was
went, u
produced the
the senate and was confirmed. Soon
after, however, the promised Information arrived in the form of a printed
copy of an enthusiastic endorsement
by the governor of the Reynolds
of
Aiaska Development company,
which Governor Brady was a director,
advising all investors to put money
into the company's stocks, and assuring them of his confidence in its
bright future.
s
When verified copies or this
were presented to the president, he wtred Governor Brady immediately to sever his connection with
the company, and withdraw his endorsement, or resign. He did the
former.
On June f.th, President R.'.osevelt
Prank C. Churchill, a
dispatched
special 'agent of the Interior Department, to Alaska, to make an investigation. Churchill went to Sitka. Govresidence,
officinl
ernor Brady's
where he remained - several days, returning thence" to Washington, via
Seattle. The result is not yet known.
Governor Brady's biography reads
almost like a romance. His parentage Is unknown. He was picked up
a homeless waif, en the streets of
New York, where he sold papers, and
adopted by a man named Brady,
whose name lie took. He secured a
university education by his own efforts, studied law, entered the ministry, and went to Alaska fifteen years
ago as a missionary. When McKinloy
liecame president, tue missionary inat
fluence in Alaska predominated
Washington, and Brady was chosen
governor. He is now serving his ninth
year. In his reports he has devoted
much attention to missionary work,
the schools, the native tribes and
their welfare, but very little to the
mining and industrial undertakings.
pros-pectu-

PLAY FOOLED
THE UMPIRE
One)!' the character in the Pacific
Coast League is Mike Kisher. manager
of the Tacoma team. Before lie became a great magnate Mike was a
policeman In Sacramento, and may
have been on the force in Chinatown
yet If a Chinaman had not given him a
redhot silver dollar.
Soon after ho became a manager
Mike came to the conclusion that the
thing for him to do was to get before

oury

HP

r

u

GEORGE

,s

P

I

'

KOOI.KD THi: I'Ml'lltK.
the public, so he announced that
umpire the scries with the Chicago Nationals, who train on the
coast.
Mike was expecting ureal
things from the big leaguers, having
heard that they played a lightning
ta.--t
game.
The big day came and tin; gain
started with Mike back of the pitcher.
Sn-was hulling and the llrtt
annulman hit a corker past the short stop
into cent i r. The ball went by Tinlo-like a shot, bin Joe went through all
the tiiotiotis nt fielding the ball and
tossing it to tirst. enhance on first

slapped the glove as If making the
catch, and all 'he field was ( basing
the hall.
Mike. He fnousht
"Out," yelled
Tinker ha.l played so fast hv could u i
see the I'!'-

MELVILLE

R. SUMMERS,

JOHN

Secretary.

M. MOORE,

Manager.

Established 1888

BOTH TELEPHONES

00OO00OO'0OOOOOOOO
National Theater as an Aid to
Find an American Shakespeare THE WOMAN DETECTIVE
HERR HEINRICH CONRIED

.

WARM-

AN INSTITULY RECOMMENDS
TION TO BE THE SHRINE OF
DRAMATIC
ART
AMERICAN
THE STAGE THAT WOULD ELEVATE THE PUBLIC DESCRIBED
BY THE GREAT IMPRESARIO.

Director of . the Metropolitan
Company.

v

a

A.

THERE 18 A FASCINATION ABOUT
LIFE OF A FEMALE SLEUTH-SO- ME
OF THE WORK
ESPECI
ALLY ADAPTABLE TO WOMEN.!

stasis?-

-

By Anna M. Coyle.
Superintendent of the" International
Detective Agency of 1'ittsburg.
So much mystery aid real danger!
is generally attributed to the work
of a detective, that for a woman to
attempt it seenis to most people, the
Height of folly.
Many of iny friends can scarcely
understand why I gave up a career
n vaudeville to do "stunts" as a de- Juctlve.
I hardly know, myself, hut I
know that I am hero and am the only
licensed woman detective In Pennsylvania, in the business of hunting
criminals or ferreting out secrets
there is always Koiiichling new. You
I J UL.
can never jet the same results In two
caws by working precisely the name
game, and therein lies a charm that
is, to say the least, attractive.
Mutt Hold Secrets.
There is some knaclc for learning
3
secrets thut, I believe, especially fit
some women for detective work. Of
course, if a woman can't keep a secret
worthy of the American people.
no uhc for her ever trying to
it should, I think, be stately there's
be a detective.
Hhe lias no use for
and simple, internally it should he afternoon
sewing circles, teas and
comfortable ami harmonious. The
stage appliances xhould be of tjie women'sw gatherings, unless she trains
herself
he a listener and not a purmost modern kind, the accommodations provided for the uienbeis of veyor of gossip.
There Is a grea.1 field for young, adthe company should bo liberal and
appropriate, while all imaginable pre- venturous, bright women in the decaution should he taken to protect tective service, hut I can assure them
both audience and actors against that If they are not naturally adapted
fire. The nricc of seats In the na- - for the work they will uever achieve
tional theater shoiibl rauue from an success.
A woman cannot do all kinds of
cents to $2, uud for '" it sboubl he
work. On the
ither hand,
possible to heroine a subscriber for
there are plenty of cases In which
tlie entire season.
woman can be successful, where
When such a national theater ,n I one
...
1.1
1,1 ur.i... . .1 .hi... .1. .,,,..
fnll
ui.ii ,i,:,..i,iea w , mid
lail.
have endeavored to describe has be- .. .i titui,
You
get
your
knowledge
to
have
from
come an accomplished fact aiyl Is
Iiel
n
wno
you,
aj.i
sons
suspect
in
I
and
opened, am confident It
a
instances out of ten people arc
joy to all. an honor to those
ho nine
have helped to shape It Into lit Kiel le.-- s suspicious of a woman than they
are or
man. Then. too. a woman.
a glory to this republic.
if she is at all skillful, can divert
suspicion in a thousand different ways
that are not at the command of a
man.
True, she has to assume, at
t lines,
manlier and condition of
woman k nd and in my own work
have loiind th.it iny h'aL-- training
vas iieen a lee lie .utvau1 ag e ill this
TS LISTEN TO A TALE OF WOE.
direct ion.
' h,
;in perils and drill
I'ei ;:iinl-heard was that the grand jury was
gets. Von ar- - iii danger every minute
considi i iuy the advisability of indicting me for sdiiii! ciiininal libel also. of your Identity In coming known In
"As an offset to all this I can point some way or other, aud you don't
with pride to having closed the know what might happen then, (tut
detictive is orsaloons on Sunday. ( had two bottles tue lee i
dinarily he one most remotely reof gooi whisky in my satchel as
moved ft iii the dangers of this sort.
b 't Hie town, ami the porter set that
lieu p comes to making arre; sts I
satchel down with such free disregard
ahv ivs fmuiil It hi sf to have my
'hat the bottles wire broken and (he hive
whisky escaped ovr tile depot floor llieli it si a n s I dn I hat I don't carry
don't usually carry
right ill the presence of a repns nia-- i 'liindculf, and
revolver, anaougii
pi ide my s, If in
tive ,f t he rival paper.
a goo.( shot, an, at even o.lds
"I call That goin some. And now,"
taking
hesitate
bailees
he added, sighing a deep sigh of un-- j wouhlii I
tcsttained relief. "I'm willing to stay wild III" most desperate criminal.
right lu re where 1 run draw a small
The Woman In It.
In ahum
weekly siipeiid and breathe more
vi n ciim j miii ol ten hut
freely. The running of reform papers reai-a d" t( clive office there s a
'
i n il nuns
is too
woman in tlie case," and tio one is
to ho strictly in tn
line."
U'tter fiuwil tijraw deductions from

HEATER I

By Heinrich Conreid.

Opera

Our schools are supported by public taxation, our universities by the
munificence and philauthrophy of our
high finance. Our libraries we owe
partly to the bequests of whole estates and largely to the liberality of
who also spent
one
money freely In the cause of scientific research. As for our churches,
they are generously provided for by
myriads of open handed believers.
But our dramatic art, less fortunate,
has had to struggle against fearful
odds, and has been abandoned to the
commercial enterprise.
How can this anomoly be remedied?
How can we reform a state of things
which allows one, and perhaps the
most popular, of the arts, to laugutsn
In neglect?
In one way, and, I reel,
in one way only. By the foundatiou
of a national theater.
A theater which Is compelled, by
to present
financial considerations,
the same play, night after night, cannot be regarded seriously as an educator. Give us a national theater.
and with a changing repertory we shall
he able to play upon the whole register of human passions, to lash all
conceivable follies, and to kindle all
emotions that make for the ennobling
of the collective coul of the people.
Chance for a Shakespeare.
The American Shakespeare, who Is
to raise dramatic monuments to our
national heroes, is still unborn; or,
it living, lives lu obscurity, jarred
:n:iii the stage w hich either cannot or
will not recognize him. Give us a
theater, and have our American
Shakespeare.
Through the continual presentation
of the standard plays of all nations,
in as nearly perfect a manner as possible, a national theater would raise
It would encourage he
public
cultivation of higher Ideals. It would
lift the art of acting in this country
to a position of execellence, and, in
all probability, h ad to the creation of
an American dramatic literature.
The national theater would be a
standard for the pronunciation ol
Kng'lsh words.
The pronunciation
would he absolutely and undeniably
correct, would never be deviated
from, and would be accepted by all
actors throughout the I'nited State,
nay, bv society. Itself, a authoritaThe great art of diction in a
tive.
broad sense, would also be fostered,
till at last It approached perfection.
The national theater, moreover,
would be the standard of correctness
in matters of costume, scenery and
manners. It. would, indeed, become
the .standard for a hundred and one
things for which there is not and,
never yet has been a standard.
it rtequire; Time.
To do what the Theater Krancais in
Pans and the ISurgtheater of Vicuna
ilo. change the bill nearly every night,
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and certainly not less than three
times a week would require not less
than six years. After six years the
repertory would include not only the
world's classics, but also plays by
the best modern authors, and even
light comedies.
American authors
would have a generous hearing in the
playhouse,
national
and actors would
bo ambitious to become members of
this national theater for the sake of
the distinction which their uppear- unce on us noanis would give l Hem.
Ideal Playhouse
There is absolutely no doubt in my
mind that a national theater will be
established here, and, that, contrary
to prevailing opinion, it will he established without great sacrifice of
money.
The building erected for
such a purpose should be, like the art
of which it would be a symbol, dignified and beautiful. It thould be

THE PRESS CORRESPONDEN
hiii'jo.ii, I), t'., Dec. l'l. There
i
on i. hi .f pre.-- , correspondents
when congress convened. The reunion
was turned into au experience meeting.
Louis lirowulow, of Kentucky,
sah, bad the floor.
"For experiences trying and Unn-uou- s
liu plum sartin entitled to the
giand pris," he declared.
'When I
left here last spring. I went nie down
to I'aducuh, Ky., where I ran a reform paper, (tunning a reform paper
Isn't so much a part of the simple
life i it might lie. I was only shot
Ht once.
Once tlpy tried to kill me
In the city ball without the aid of a
revolver, which was some disconcerting, not to say contemptuous and Insulting. I've been sued for libel to
the tuue of $"5,n'ju, and the last 1
a--

mercy
Then, too, she must often
throw herself into a fit of mental anguish in order to elicit sympathy and
finally pave the way into the avenue
of the heart of another. It is, indeed,
often simply a game of being what
you are not. You will have all sorts
of men making love to you, just aa
you want them to do for your purpose,
but you must be sure that your heart
Is of adamant.

e

INSURED HIS HANDS

' FOR $50,000.00

wille
,

TOLD AT THE CAPITOL
VVu
was a

the I acta submitted than one of uer
own kind, who knows a woman's nature better than all the men lu the
universe.
Hut a woman when she enters the
Sherlock Holmes profession must
leave all sentiment
behind.
She
mustn't forget how to employ sentiment, but she mustn't be carried away
by it. She must often laugh when
others are crying am begging lor

i
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KI'IUM.IK S HANDS.
York, Dec. M. Hands are ciiiimouly siipiom, to he aluuhle when
uiey ar; busy. The violinist. Kubelik. will find his just as valuable if thty
become injured or diseased. He has Insured thtin
f',non. They ate
handsome hands and marvelously skillful ones, hut If a sliver mts under
one of these pluk nails all that he has to do is to notify his accidt-iiiusui-auc- e
comiMiij and a bis roll of bills is forthcoming.
I
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Lindemann
earnard.c?
THE SQUARE
DEALERS.
MUSIC

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS

I'nTiTHmiiniin.niiiin

Our Present to You

Our Present to You!

our

CUT THIS OUT

help you pay for a Piano

It wilt

It

np

will
una

HIS COUPON entitles .vim to a personal credit
of $10.00 on any Piano in our ware rooms,
whether purchased on the installment plan or (or nil
cash, if presented on or before January 1, 11100. This
ponpo'i is only pood on Pianos purchased between
now and January 1, l!MMi, and ONLY ONE will be
accepted on each purchase.

THIS OUT

I

I?

'IN

CUT HIT

for a Violin, Guitar, Mandolin, Banjo, Violin 'Cello, Rerjina Music Box
or any Piano Scarf in Our Store.

HIS COUPON is only good to apply on the
above named articles, purchased between
now and January 1, l!0li, and ONLY ONE will be
accepted on each purchase. This Coupon entitles
to a personal credit of $1.00.

5$
V--

IT

FORI

CHDM

. M I
'
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Inspect Our

Victor Talking Machine

A

Remember our bur cut in Records. All
Record, formerly
tl.00, now 60c. Your credit is good. Payment, IS.OO month,.

li?

PIANOS

Prices

III

"HIS MASTWS

WOICB

ill!

will help you pay

H

Hp

!

$17.00

Then you will
know why,

and up

musicians
endorse them

"
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Best in the World to Select From

JnyVm
I I

WliTlnfJ
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N- - M- -
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N- -

Hoo-ra- h!

Rah! Rah! ,oc
M. Rah! Rah! U.
Hoo-ra-

THE HIGH GRADE CHICKERING BROS.,
Bush & Lane, Starr, Victor, Richmond, Ellington
and many other leading makes of pianos

Ko

h!

U. fo. M. Rah! Rah!

Prompt and careful attention given to
Write for catalogue

mail orders

E

desire to call

IMCecilian-Pian- o

your attention
to our Tuning, Polishing and Repair

without any musical

Department, Mr. H.
Jay Stone in charge.
We guarantee satisfaction. May we
not have your order

knowledge, to pLay
with taste and expression even the most
difficult compositions-Leus tell you all

enables any one,

t

about its merits.
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PRE INVENTORY SALE
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Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 533
AKHUaL SALE, TEH MILLION BOXES
MATTERS

OFFICIAL

v
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CAHOY
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Mtc, N"frr
8lrkfn, Vrkn or Orlp. IPo
Nrer
old In bnlk. Th (rnn1nc tnMt Mumped C'CC.
fitnkrntt() to run or your niony tutrk.

West End of Viaduct.
Colorado 'Phone, 177.

Cor Coal Ave. and Second St.
Auto. 'Phone, 474.
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mas gifts.
maa tvp. WATCH OUR NEXT AD.
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Discount for Dne Week Commencing
MONDAY, DECEMBER 18th

RAILROAD TOPICS

NOTARIES PUBLIC APPOINTED
DEVELOPMAGDALENA
THE
MENT

COMPANY

ORGANIZED.

f

gigantic efforts to protect
the national meeting of the Shrlners, is making shippers
from diseased live
sellers
and
on
Angeles
In
will
be
Los
held
which

stock and the work la bearing fruit.
Just ui present, the inspectors are
bringing every effort to bear in an
Colonel
says:
Rl
News
Paso
The
attempt to eradicate scab among the
W. S. Hopewell of the Albuquerque
As a result of their work, the
Nastern railway, is in tsi raso, ior sheep.
now being fattened for market
the purpose of buying materials and sheep
are among the best this territory has
at the name time enjoying some of turned
out in many years. We inthe social life that abounds here.
spectors have a hard life while doing
range work but we enjoy it as a rule.
There i to be a big meeting of Often for
days we travel on horseback
In
early
Chicago
magnates
railway
in
In vehicles, camping In all sorts of
January for the express purpose of or
sleeping out In the open.
devising ways and means for the up- places and
visit, sheep and cattle ranches
"We
country.
building of this section of the
inspecting the live Btock and reportIf the plans now being Informally ing
wherever we go;
conditions
Albuquerconsidered are carried out.
When
sheep
afflicted
with scab are
prosperity
reign
que will enjoy a
of
found, we order them to the nearest
such as she has never had before.
dipping tank to be dipped. If we find
among sheep ready for shipment
scab
wprp
out
wnva"
nulled
Five "wtnwn
we forbid the owners to load them.
Newton,
of a horse car on No. 7 at
Dr. Louis Metsker, head of the work
Kan., Wednesday evening. One of, In this territory, is now at
Albuquerthem dug up the coin and bought a que. He has had a wide range of exticket, bul the other four couldn't perience In these matters and to him
raise the necessary and. were side- - much of the credit for the work betrarked in the Kansas town. This I ing done is justly due. I am to be
way of trying to beat the railroad com stationed in Santa Fe until further
pany out of transportation Is getting orders and shall bring my family here
to he quite common. .
as Hoon us possible. I like Santa Fe
Republican very much."
The Newton, Kan.,
aays: The proud record of the south-cThe Season of Indigestion.
division in the matter of wrecks
The season of indigestion- is upon
has been broken lately. Previous to
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for Indl
the strings of accidents that have hap- us.
pened down that way lately, the gestion and Dyspepsia will do everywrecker had not lK?en out of the Ark thing for the stomach that an over
stomach canansas City yards for thirteen mont'ns. loaded or
Perhaps it was "13" that proved the not do for itself. Kodol digests what
rest
hoodoo. At any rate, the wrecks have you eat gives the. stomach
been coming with alarming frequency relieves sour stomach, belching, heartburn, indigestion, etc.
down that way lately.
May 7. lasting until t'ne 10th.

'f

over-worke- d

A bulletin has been posted In the
yard office warning switchmen that
they must take the trouble to uncouple air hose- - instead of pulling
It apart In switching, as the latter
method does more or less damage.
The company Is very anxious to
get the trains out, but the hose must
be uncoupled In order wot to damage
It and to keep down the "breek-in-twos- "
and to avoid other unnecessary
accidents. The only way to effectually stop It, eay"1ae officials, is to
fire switchmen or train men found
axe eaussd by Indigestion.
If you eat a
gulltv of the practice.
.
little too much, or If you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
Sues the B. of L. F.
A suit for $ 1,000 damages was filed bad shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
in the district court at El Paso by M. heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach to
J. Camubell, a former railroad man,
swell, and puff up against the
against the Urotherhood of Locomo- expand
heart This crowds the heart and inter-fer- es
tive Firemen.
with its action, and in the course ef
The plaintiff alleges that on the
31st day of May, 1905, he lost one of time the heart becomes diseased.
railroad accident, and
his feet in
fn at at the time he was a member
In good standing in Brooks lodge No.
1fi', H. of L. F., at Hornellsville, N.
Y., and was entitled to benefits on account of the accident to the amount
of If r,un H.i alleees that he has been
a member of the order since the year digests what you eat takes the strata off
of the heart and contributes nourishment
189.
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
JUDGE SMITH AND HIS JOKES
Stomach, Inflammation or the mucoue
membranes lining the Stomach and DigesBUT tive Tract Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
TOOK WELL ONCE,
THE
NOW, THAT'S ANOTHER STORY of the Stomach,
"It will be different now," says After Mttnf , my food weuM dlatrew ma by maklne
haul ptlpltate and I would beoome vary waaK.
Judge W. R. Smith, solicitor in Kan- Sij
le
Finally I est bottle of Kcdol end It (it m
sas for the Santa Fe. "When 1 was
raliaf. After utlrtf a law bottle I am our ad.
MRS. LORINQ NICHOLS. Pans Yu. N. T.
a member of the supreme court I
could spring almost any old chestnut
I had
trouble and w la a bad itata as I
of a story, and the lawyers with cases sad hoaitstomach
troubl with IL I look Kodol Dyipepaia
before us would fairly crack their Ours lor about lour BMOtbt and It curod ma.
D. KAUBLK, Nevada,
sides laughing. Now, no one will
laugh at my jokes except the fellow
who wants a railroad pass."

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

'

Irnra-tie-

a

Digests

SWITCHMAN WOODS
UNDER ARREST

'J

E. U. W tills, special officer for the
Santa. Fe. arrived in the city yesterday, having in charge J. J. Woods, a
"boomer"' sw itchman, whom he had arrested at Rincon, on the charge that
Woods was the ringleader of the gang
who have been slashing air hose on
the fast freight trains In the local
vaids ami at other points along the
iine.
It is t bought that there is an organized gang of miscreants who have
been cutting the hose on the "red
ball" freights, and that Woods Is the
ring leader. The work of destroying
air hone has not stopped with Woods'
arrest; as last night several more hose
were cut, and as the loss to the company is alMMit $1.50 per hose, and as
about fifty of them have been cut in
the past two weeks, the company is
determined to unearth all those engaged in the vandalism.
Mr. Wells is inclined to think that
the gang responsible for the work is
onixised of a number of "boomer"
switchmen who were hired by the
Santa Ke some tiinn ago and dis
charged because their clearances were
no good. Woods was one of this number and it is said that they have positive evidence that he has been guilty
of cutting the air hose, thereby delaying fast freight on numerous occasions.
Woeds. will be given a preliminary
bearing today.
LIVE STOCK INSPECTOR
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phant this evening.
o'clock.

Thos. F. Keleher

to the White
Free lunch

cIc&iiM, eooihenaml liculg

the dit'tHcd
at?d drlvcti
mvny a cold fa tliu licitd
Itcun'-actilarr-

quickly.
Cr?Hiu liiilm It ulared imo the inwtTilrtH)tri fids
over Uie membra no ami U slwtrlK'd. Itelirf Immediate and a cure folluvvs. .lis not drying dm
50 cents at Drug
not produce pnizini;.
gists or by mail ; Trial HIze, 10 cent.
ELY BHOTIlKltS. .W War-- n
Htrrt. New Yorltv

AGAINST

i .JZ-rl-

214 South Second Street.

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

0

IRRIGATION

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

J.

Mgr.

B. MacMANUS,

South First Street

Both Phones

When the
and
arc ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE out Outfit for 5 years. We are Headquarter
for Power Pumping; Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

A. E. WALKER,
FIRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at J. C ttaldrldge'a Lum
ber yard.

TOTI

A.

The

GRADI

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. P,lace your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

1621-163-

Seventeenth Street.

9

Both Phones

furnishings.

and

00C000

COIOaaat0

most cmincnt

xxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxx

The Standard Heating &
Plumbing Company

Porterfield

HOW.

New Planing Mill I.

Co.

South of Viaduct, on First Street

Special Machinery

Gold Ave.

NOTARY

PUBLIC.

Cerrlllot

I

G. E.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

Melini & Eakin

COKE

American Block

REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
PUBLIC.
Room E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
INSURANCE.

MILL

WE GIVE

You best satisfaction

WOOD

Palmer & Wright's
fancy boxes, at

best

and latest odors.

25c, 50c, 75c

mill

We have them in pretty,

&

$1.00

BLUE FRONT

work.
MILL

WEST

117

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Both 'Phones.
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Doan's Regulots cure constipation
without gripinK, nausea, nor any
weakening effect. Ask your druggist
for them; 25c a box.

BOTH 'PHONES
KXXXXIOO(X)OCXXXXXXXXX)COO

O

In

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

W.H.Hafen&Co

IIP

If"

The Williams Drug Co.

COCCOCXOOCOX)COCCOC)CXXX)C

KINDLING

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
REPAIR SHOP,
Stoves repaired and set up; rural
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.

-

GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.

B. A. SLEYSTER

OOML
$G.OO Rer Ton

tM STOMACH KIDHtVSawaSUU)0Ct

She Ifrancteranttomimntf.

Both 'Phones.

FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.

KXXXXXXDOOOOOOOC)C0300CXDO

O lLT IES

Avenue.
or Nigtt

Oav

GO TO THE

Jlll,1
physicians
I

WITH THE NEW YEAR
begin with new Ideas and new methods.
Modern sanitary,
plumbing is one that you should adopt.
played out
Get rid of
appliances and get those that bring
absolute cleanliness, good health and
happiness.
For all information and
particulars seer

M

C. GRANNI3, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack
Mexico.
Albuquerque,
New

'Phones.

3355 HE2 ULa

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

1

ETo 3LHo

331

The Futme Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison, Topeka

El

Santa

F"e

Railway

Belenis 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the tylain Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; public school bouse, costOf l,0uu businer-iautl residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with hroa.i SO and
ing 116,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1 500 Inhabitant; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central Now Mexieo. Its iuiKjrtauce as a ureat commercial railroad city In the ntar future cannot be estimated
s

ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation);
modern hotel.
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc , etc. Also a first-cla-

no

'

THROUGH

TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

:

t

and or gravel.

--

We need h

flrst-ihu- s

-

bakery, tailor shop, uhoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; . WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

TER-

DEEDS.

live stork inspector
ar-

Santa Ke yesterday, where
he stationed during the reof the winter. .Mr. Smith has
duty in Lincoln and Otero
since, September, inspecting

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary

JOHN BECKER, President
ntti2S-it

)

o

,

Second and Marquette.

307 West Railroad

V

BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN AT COST.
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are in a position to sell diamonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
Jewelers buy at wholesale.
The Man You Can Trust
ROSENFIELD, The Pawnbroker.
118 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

N. T. Armljo Building.

Good

&

f

i

rEED STABLES

Beth

ooeoec--

Unredeemed Diamonds

.lTfCiA5;-jjar- ;

jj

COLORADO

Third and Marquette

o4coo

XXXXXXTXTTZ XXX tXXX XXXXXXX X
g LONDON CLUB LIVERY AND

restaurant business

a

Also

DENVER,

SCREEN DOORS

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

H Corner

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

General Baildtng Supplies

JTTYV
"A..jL.
17,

Hendrie

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings. $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
&0c. All guaranteed. ,'

Room

BY

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
Pump
Engine

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

602

"bIp0?8"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

Best on

Free Delivery.

Orders Solicited.

TONIC

ITTi

0IS0HDERS or

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to ua
and we will straighten them out for you.

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.

LOANS.

Pji

Hillsboro creamery Butter
Earth.

CO.

Five room Modern House,
furnished or unfurnished, on
South Arno street, at a bargain. Look at it today. Tomorrow never comes.

The "Franciscan
Cordial Bitters
HfCOMMfhotoerr

CO.

AT ONCE

atne.
Ely's Cream Balm

HH

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

SOLD

hi all Itn

lTBlII.TtTrVt

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Groceries

TO BE

Eleat 9

CATARRH

jffjftpt1

PRATT

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Staple and Fancy

Nasal

SMITH

I'nitrd States civil nervice,

rived in
he will
mainder
been on
counties

F.

Mac-tavls-

You are InvlterJ

Wholesale Grocers

1

RANK(N

EASTERN
HAS BEEN
RITORIAL COUNTIES INSPECTING CATTLE.
OVER

Fran and Salt Meat
Steam Sausage Factory.
Is
tip-tailoring
stiop
merchant
EMIS KLEINWORT,
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- Masonic Building, North Third Street
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasSmoke the White Lily Cigar.
as I have had fifteen yenr9' ex
perlence in the business. Suits made
JOE RICHARDS -- CIGARS
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not!
113 12 W. Railroad Avenue.
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments'
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to older. Give me a trial.
PIONCER BAKERY
O. BAMBINI.
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
lM'T IN YOUR CLASS TO KICK!' WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarOl'T THE COLD. SKK Ht'DSOX,
TDK PA1NTKR.
antee first class baking.
207 S. First Street
Albuquerque.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Established In 1882
LIVERY. SALE FRED AND TRANS
&
G.
FER STABLES
agents for Casino Canned Goods
Horses and Mules bought and ex Sole
las. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. Ira
changed.
boden's Granite Flour.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.
My

established at
to be served
miles to the PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
has been apSaddles, Lap
Leather. Harness,
Robes.
Horse Blankets, Etc. PalNotaries Public Appointed.
The following notaries public have metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
been appointed by Governor Miguel A. stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Otero: James Corpin, Silver City, Pelts.
AVENUE.
Grant county; Juan R. Ortiz. Park- 109 WEST RAILROAD
view, Rio Arriba county; John H.
&
Piistman, Palma, Torrance county;
Elistah II. Bruce, Blacktown, Roose- FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
,
velt county; D. W. Robertson, Arte-siaLOANS
Eddy ounty.
Automatic phone 451.
Articles of Incorporation.
Room 10. N. T. Annljo Building.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
The Magdalena Development- Co.
Movin
Drayin
Shippin'
The incorporators are Lawrence R.
Hancock, of Kelly, N. M.; Walter
FREIGHTIN
M.
Cook, Magdalena. N. M.; John
Allen, Magdalena. N. M.; James O.
You
have us once, you'll
Fitch. Socorro, N. M.; John S.
Prices right;
Magdalena, N. M.
call again.
The amount of capital stock is $20,-00there ain't no gougln'.
divided Into 20,000 share of the
par value of $1 each. Three thouBy the Albuquerque Transfer Men
sand and three dollars have been subscribed end the shares are divided
as follows:
lawrence R. Babcock,
1,000
shares;
Walter Cook, 2.000
M. DRAGOIE
shares; John M. Allen, one s'nare;
Dealers In
James G. Fitch, one share and John
S. Mactavish one share. The term of
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
existence of the corporation Is fixed Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
at fifty years. The principal place of
ail kinds of Fresh Meat
is in
business of the corporation
North Broadway, Corner of Wlash
Magdalena and the principal agent Is 300
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M
Walter Cook. The object of the cor
poration la to construct dnms, canals,
N. PEACH & CO.
ditches and pipe lines for the purpose
of supplying water for irrigation, min
ing,
manufacturing,
domestic and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
other purposes in Magdalena and the Automatic 'phone, &3&. Office, 208Vs
West Gold Avenue.
land In the vicinity; to colonize and
Improve said lands and to purchase
rlglit of way land, gravel and other
materials.

A post office has been
Alrolo, Union county,
The Santa Fe has announced the cattle and sheep. In speaking of live from Pasamonte, ten
'
northeast. Carl Gllg
sale of cheap rate tickets from the stock, Mr. Smith said:
"The department to which I belong pointed postmaster.
Angeles next spring for
east to

(

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

WlQElt WltlVliCt

OVER NO. 209 WEST,
AVENUE, O. BAM
RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
All Kinds of

20
0

THIRD STREET

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

One

ELEVEN.
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LOCAli AND

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Generally fair and warmer tonight
and Sunday.
Deputy Sixriff Montoya left lust
night fur u Hlinrt visit to Meriuilllln.
Mis Elizabeth Nohl, of Kspanola, la
her,, on a visit to Albuquerque frlemln.
K. Ci. Marmon, n well known citizen
of I.aguna, wus a vlnilor In thlu city
today.
o
T. S.
ulilxll left last
night for a brief trip to KI Paso ami
FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS.
point in Arizona.
PnU'tit Kill Shoes, I.ace or Button. lo
or High Hecln, Light or
Dr. G. W. Uui rUon, nrcoinpiiuied by
Heavy Soli
$2.50, $3.50 and $400
Ms son. returned last evening from a
Light,
Virl Kid Shoes, Latent Styles,
Medium
or Heavy- short professional visit to Las Vegas.
plRlit
$2.50, $3.00 and $3.50
A marriage license was yesterdny
Felt Slippers, riain or Pur Trimmed, Black, Red. Grcrn or
granted to Mary Torres, aged 17, and
Brown
60e, $1.25 and $1.50
Seraftn Garcia, aged 2, both of
IrcR Blippnrs. Patent K!d or Vicl Kid.. $1.25, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.S0
tirlegos.
Children's Shoes
. .85c to $2.25
R. Perry, accompanied by his little
FOR MEN AND BOYS.
son, who have been visiting In the
Patent Colt Shoes, Dlucher or Plain Lace, Straight or Swing Last;
city from Fort Defiance, left last night
very iih
$3.50, $3.75 and $4.00
for that place.
Vlei Kid or Box Calf Shoes, up to date In style, fit, and will wear
O. W. Alexander, a mining man of
well
$2.25, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50
Cowles, returned to that place last
Felt or Knit Slippers, neat looking and warm
$1.25 to $1.50
night, after a few days spent In this
Vicl Kid or Box Calf Slippers, are dainty looking and easy on the
city transacting business.
foot
$1.50, $2.00 and $2.50
Boys' Shoes, 2ty to 12
$1.25 to $1.65
The members of the Lyric Male
Hoys' Shoes, 13 to 2
Quartette left last night for Gallup,
$1.50 to $2.00
Boys' Shoes, 24 to 5
where they will render a concert to
$1.65 to $2.25
ulgbt in Kitchen's opera house.
O0OO9OO0O9OmOO0O
The calendar season Is now with us,
and tho malls are loaded with them.
Many people are getting out some very
elaborate ones this year to advertiae
SANTA CLAUS PROVIDING A
business.
their
YULETIDE FEAST
The Christ nnis season has com
menced to affect the work In the post- for his friends will And lots of good
offlce and express office, and the next
things on our shelves to make merry
with for the holiday season. We will two veeks will see strenuous times In
those two places.
have high grade mince meat for your
plea, the finest quality of plum pudMiss Ethel Fluke, formerly employding, JiiRt like
ed at the University, lias left that In
new Leghorn citron, fancy dates, coeoanut. stitution and accepted a position us
macaroons, coffee, highest grade of governess In the family of Mrs. A. M.
Morley, at the Morley ranch. In the
table butter. Queen olives, and everything In staple goods.
Until mountains.
....
fe.ll
W I1
I
E. C. Allen, who lias been In the
city visiting his family, owing to the
serious Illness of his little daughter,
Nos. 113 and 120, South Second St.
Adclalne, returned last night to Gal
lup, where he Is connected with the
Gallup Electric company.
James Scruggs and family, formerly
ot Kansas City, have arrived In Albu
querque and will make this city their
rttture home, Mr. Scruggs having accepted a position with the City meat
market on North Second street.
John Belknap, who looks after the
interests of the American Lumber
company in the woods, arrived in the
city yesterday and was In consultation during the day with President
Johnson. He will return to Kettner
Mail
Filled.
tonight.
U. S. G. l'oank, who has been in
the city the guest of J. K. Allen, of the
local Indian school, left last night for
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
western Arizona, where he will spend
several days prior to his return to his
duties at tho Haskell Indian Institute
N. M.
at Lawrence, Kas.
Perfecto Armijo, sheriff of Ilernalino
county, came in from Santa Fe last
night, accompanied by his daughter,
Mrs. J. R. Hayns, of Pagosa Springs,
Colo. The lady will spend tho holidays here with her parents and relatives.
Fred E. Robertson, accompanied by
his wife, will leave In u few days for
Llttlo Water, Ariz., where they will
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES
take charge of a day school. Mr. and
V Mrs. Robertson have been filling the
V
I have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
positions of instructor and assistant
A
moat beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to Q teacher resepetively, in the local ram
sen nerore the new year, and I win sell them cneap rather than ship
dian day school In this city.
0 them to an eastern wholesale market.
C. V. Safford, of Santa Fe, traveling
auditor of the territory, was in the
0
city last evening in company with his
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
brother-in-laO. B. Stanton, of Kansas City. Mr. Stanton is interested In
mining property ut Mayer, Ariz., and
left for that place last night. Mr.
Safford returned to the capital today.
James and Robert McCutcheon, representing the Gray's Ferry Printing
lug works, of Philadelphia, are In the
city today, and were callers at The
Citizen office. The gentlemen will
leave tonight for southern California,
and after a stay of a few days there
they will go via tho Pacific coast route
to Chicago, where they will spend the
holidays at home with relatives.
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.
Rev. J. M. Sollie, the popular pastor
of the Highland Methodist church.
who has been in the south the past
Stand on a chair and you can almost see Christmas, for it'a
few weeks soliciting funds for a naw
church of his denomination to be built
coming. W have a stor just full of nice articles that would make
In this elty. returned home this morn
ing from the south. Rev. Sollie reideal Christmas gifts. Remember, no charge for packing and deports a very successful trip in the inlivering.
terest of his church, and will soon
make his report to his congregation.
Albuquerque will soon have a Pullman car otlice, as announced exclusively in The Citizen the other day, as
P. H. Rhodes, an Inspector of the Pullman company, la fitting up olllces in
the Alvarado, at the norteust corner
of the grounds. Handsome furniture
Is on the way and Mr. Rhodes, who
will have charge of the lines between
Kansas City and California, and'south
to El Paso, will have one o- - the neatest little offices on the western line.
D.
The Ixrdsburg Liberal says:
Kaseman, a brother of George Kase-ma- n
ot Albuquerque, and a member
And everything in Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc., for Xmaa
of the Pyramid Peak company, was In
Presents.
the city this week, seeking an exten- -
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Christmas Gifts
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r. r.

TROTTER

Sash, Doors,
Ltsmlbei 9 Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing.
Orders Promptly

First and Marquette,

IV

Albuquerque,

DIAMONDS!

I

the contract the company baa
to buy the Nellie Illy mine. Messrs.
lllackburn & Campbell, owners of the
property, had given the company one
t xlenslon, and (nought that If it wanted the property it should meet Its contract, and so refused an extension.
Special cotniiiiinlcatlon of Temple
Lodge, No. ii, A. F. and A. M., this
evening at '.'M o'clock. Work In tho
Master Mason degree. J. C. Ferger,
record ef.
Contractor Schofield has secured
from Owen linsilale the contract for
a big addition to the Highland livery
stable, which will have a floor space
of 10U by 2r. feet. T. W. Ford called
at this ofllce during the day and re
quested thai we state that be did not
purchase tho property, merely the
business, and that Mr. Uinsdale had
nothing to do with the business

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

16.

V.

HENRY YANOW, tho Pawn, Broker

00K0K00000 OOOOO0O00O

For

Useful

Practical

- - -

- - -

FOR MEN AND BOYS

Fancy Hosery
In

ALL ECONOMICALLY

PRICED.

Fancy Suspenders

hundreds of styles, from
25c to $1.50 per pair.

In
$1

single fancy
to $2.

Fancy 'Kerchiefs

boxes, from

Linen and Silk, from 25c
$1.50.

Hat Just been received from the east, comprising
and ahapea. Priced at

the very

all

neweat

SIMON STERN

bed-roo-

m

$2.50

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

ri

ii
s

n

m

r

OUC tO

Umbrellas - Traveling Bags - Shirts - Shoes - Hats

Gloves

NICE, CLEAN WHEAT HAY, A
FINE FEED FOR YOUR COW. THE
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO., 602
Combination Book Cases and China
80UTH FIRST STREET.
Closets make appropriate Xmas Gifts
20 per cent off for
FIR3T-CLA8- 3
AND for the housewife.
ALFALFA
J. D. EMMONS.
HAY OF ALL KINDS. OUR PRICES cash.
o
ARE ALWAYS THE LOWEST. THE
Dance at the Casino Saturday even
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO., 602 Ing. Musi: by the Loebt-DeviorSOUTH FIRST STREET.
chestra. Only respectable people
Itching, bleeding, protruding, or
oiincl piles yield to Doan a Ointment.
CLEARANCE SALE.
Chronic cases soon relieved, finally
cured. Druggists all sell it.
Hig bargains In millinery. All goods
must be sold by January 1, regardless
No dance at Colombo hall tonight. of cost.
Postponed until next Friday. J. R.
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.
Scottl.
Music Cabinets, Fancy China. 20
Free lunch at the White Elephant per cent ofT for cash. We will
deliver
tonight.
Saturday before Xmas.
Watch our
large ad.
J. D. EMMONS.
MADAM GROSS MAKES SHIRTo
WAIST SUIT8 TO ORDER, EVERY-THINPay your poll taxea today at
FURNISHED. FOR $25, AND O'Rielly & Company' drug atore.
WALKING SKIRTS FOR $15.

bed-roo-

r--

.

i

ins rcever too early
TO FACE THE CHRISTMAS PROBLEM
LET US HELP YOU SOLVE IT FROM OUR FINE SELECTION OF HOLIDAY GOODS. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CUT GLASS OR FINE CHINA, WE WILL
MAKE PRICES INTERESTING ALSO. TRY US.

MAYNARD.

OOOOCOOOOCOOCOOCXDOOOCOOO
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
Q
OLD CLOTHING.
X
M. Langer,
303 SOUTH
FIRST STREET. 0
X
Corner of Silver Avenue.
OOOC)OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC)0

119

The Jeweler

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

.

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

iiiirttrtittttKYt
NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- SON. NO. 118 NORTH SECOND

IN- -

Toi'et Sets, Manicure Goods, Shaving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.
di

STREET.

tllltllilllllAtHI
KODAKS.

BURNT
KNIVES,

Lowney's

SUGGESTIONS

XMAS

ALBUMS,

LEATHER,

-

Gunther's

Whitman's

-

CANDIES ALWAYS

SOUVENIR

BICYCLES,
RAZORS,
FOOT BALLS,
BOXING GLOVES. STRIKING BAGS.
PISHING RODS AND REELS. AT
HOUSTON'S, 11S GOLD AVENUE.

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

Barnett Building

For any pain from top to toe, from
any cause, apply Dr. Thomas' Electric
Oil. Pain can't stay where it Is used.
o

.

dance at Colombo hall tonight.
Postponed until next Friday. J. R.
Scotti.
No

o

FOR RENT.
Three,

room frame. North

street

First

Yot WM Be Pleased

s

With our elegant line of

o

$10.00

Five room brick, North Eighth

street

IMPORTED CUTLERY
The largest in the South-

$20.00

Five rooms, furnished, on West
Railroad avenue
$23.00
Seven room brick, modern,
Fourth ward
JOHN

P
west
A fine assortment of Five o'clock Teas, Chafing Dishes, Home
Comfort and Miller Steel Ranges, "THE WORLD'S BEST." A'
large stock of

1n

$30.00

REALTY CO.

M. MOORE

You are going to visit the old home
luring the holidays. Cheap rates t:
all points, via the Santa Fe route.

Rome

Mistletoe and Holly

Nickel-Plate-

The finest goods made. You will not leave our store
disappointed. The largest Hardware House in the

for Xmas

Southwest.

Decorations are flne this year. Ours
come from the best Boiirce3. F.rly
orders are solicited.

IVES,

WHITNEY COMPANY:

Lotfiar

THe

319 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.

Auto Phone,

Coffee and Tea Pots

d

J-5-

South First Street

-7

118.

North First Street

401-40- 3

ocooocococoooocooc

PROPRIETORS-

CHAS. F. MYERS.

HARDWARE

WIIOLiKSALiK

A

wm. Mcintosh.

-

RKTAIL.

Few Suggestions for the Holidays

ELEGANT CARVING SETS, ALL KINDS AND PRICES. OUR STOCK OF TOCKET KNIVES IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN THE
WE GUARANTEE OUR SCISSORS AND SHEARS, "MADE BY W'ISS." IF AT ANY TIMR THEY FAIL TO STAY SHARP
OR YOU KIND A FLAW IN THEM. RETURN TO US AND RECEIVE YOUR MONEY BACK OR A NEW PAIR IN THEIR PLACE.
SOUTHWEST.

FINK OL.OVKK

SAFETY RAZORS

Christmas is Coming
We are ready with everything a man or boy wears.
Fancy Suspenders 50c to

Cole

Hot Blast.
ITEM 13

T

irawrmni

niiin

A

THE

'GILLETTE," "STAR" AND "GEM" ARE THE BEST. THIS
FINE PRESENT TO OlVE.

"Universal"

THE "UNIVERSAL"
AND CAKE

BREAD
.

MAKER

AND FOOD CHOPPERS.

Bread
if Mnlor

HEATERS AND RANGES
ALL SIZES AND LOWEST

BEST MADE.

PRICES

COLT'S

$1.75. Men'sLoungingRobes

$5.50 to $20 00. Men's Smoking Jackets,
$6.50, 7.50 to 12.00.
A New Suit or Overcoat is
a very appropriate present
E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second St.
IIC VVCOl JUiu nvi

to

An Immense Line of Fancy Neckwear and Mufflers

Slippers comes always handy and as
a Christmas gift Is more appreciated
than anything else. Our stock ot
stylish footwtar offers you Just what
you want and at prices that you are
willing to pay. C. May's shoe store,
314 West Railroad avenue.

Another Auction.
Wednesday, December 20,
1:30
sharp, at the residence of Mrs. Robert
Appleton, 205 South Edith street, 1
will sell the entire furniture of her
handsomely furnished six room house.
Goods consist in part of kitchen
utensils,
largo refrigerator,
large
range, cabinet, dishes, glassware, oak
dining room table, leather seated dining chairs, 3 good carpets, brussels
nnd axmlnster, folding davenport, library table, rockers, heaters, lace curtains, $125 walnut
suite,
oak
suite, iron and brass
bods, pictures, springs and mattress,
chiffonier, in fart everything required
in a nicely appointed house. See the
goods Tuesdav before sale.
H. S. KNIGHT.
Auctioneer.
Don't forget the resort tonight
the White Elephant. Free lunCh served at 9 o'clock.

Beautiful

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

pair or our up to date Shoes or

A

DIAMONDS

MKV NKCKWKAK

1905.
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CITIZEN

ALHUOUEHOUE EVENING

PACE TWELVE.

AUTOMATIC

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS.

WINCHESTER
RIFLES,

SHOTGUNS

AND

Mixes and Kneads
Bread Thoroughly

AMMUNITION.

In

Minutes
Three
tu aot toacta tk doagh.

Haad

DOES

WM WITH HAND INU0M8
MAUI Bim BRUO.

601.0

AMO

Br

E. J. POST & CO.

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

13
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